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About this report
Purpose
This is the first annual report of the Australian Government’s Department of Human Services.
The report, which is prepared in accordance with the Financial Management and Accountability
Act 1997, documents the department’s activities and performance to 30 June 2005.
The department oversights and coordinates six government entities, some of which publish their
own annual reports. CRS Australia reports on its performance in the annual report of another
department, as explained in the ‘Overview’ section.

Structure
The report is in nine parts:


a review by the Secretary of the department, summarising significant developments during
2004–05 and the outlook for 2005–06



an overview of Human Services, identifying and explaining the interactions of the small ‘core
department’ and its agencies



a section on the department as a whole, outlining its structure and those corporate
governance and financial arrangements that apply to all its component organisations



three sections reporting on performance and governance in the core department, the Child
Support Agency and CRS Australia



the audited financial statements of the core department, the Child Support Agency and
CRS Australia



appendixes containing detailed information and statistics required under legislation and
reporting regulations



a reference section, which includes a glossary and list of abbreviations, a compliance index
and a general index.

Readers
This report is presented for tabling in the House of Representatives and the Senate. It is also
designed to meet the information needs of our staff, other government agencies, the media,
researchers, students and interested citizens.

About this report
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Secretary’s review
Photo: Corporal Craig Eager, Royal Australian Air Force, courtesy Department of Defence

The Department of Human Services (DHS) began on
26 October 2004 with three staff, a box of stationery and borrowed
desks in a temporary office supplied by the Department of Finance
and Administration.
The Prime Minister four days earlier had outlined a significant
agenda for the new department, and the Minister for Human
Services quickly set out his expectations: improve the delivery of
social and health-related services to Australians by ensuring that
‘how a service is delivered’ is fully considered when policy is being
made. The Prime Minister gave the department four immediate
priorities:


to increase the number of referrals from Centrelink to the Job Network



to refer the injured more quickly and effectively to rehabilitation services



to improve accountability



to ensure that the government is able to get the best value for money in service delivery
with an emphasis on continuous improvement and a whole-of-government approach.

We began to address the government’s priorities from day one, while we set up the new
department from scratch. It was a bit like building the fire station while fighting fires. By
30 June 2005, DHS was eight months old and had become a well-functioning, high-calibre
department.
One of the Prime Minister’s first priorities for us was to increase the number of people referred
from Centrelink to the Job Network. Once the department gave clear instructions to Centrelink
on what was required, the results were almost immediate. In the seven months to June 2005,
voluntary referrals of non–activity tested customers increased by 150 per cent, from about
4,000 to just over 10,000 per month. This was accompanied by an increase in job placements,
reflecting the improved outcomes that can be achieved from a whole-of-government approach.
We worked closely with the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations (DEWR) on
a new approach to faster and more effective rehabilitation. DEWR began pilot programs
in April 2005, with CRS Australia, Health Services Australia and Centrelink heavily involved,
and delivered faster service and better outcomes for clients. The pilots also provided information
to help the Department of Human Services design and implement the $400 million
Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessments service.
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Legislation to abolish the boards of Centrelink and the Health Insurance Commission (HIC)
was introduced on 23 June 2005. When the legislation is passed later in the year, the HIC
will be renamed Medicare Australia and both agencies will report to the Minister through the
Department of Human Services.
While the chief executive officers of Centrelink, the HIC, the Child Support Agency (CSA),
CRS Australia, Health Services Australia and Australian Hearing retain responsibility for
day-to-day operations in their agencies, the department provides assurance to the
Minister on cross-agency issues, the quality of outcomes, and the achievement of
the government’s objectives.
The Secretary of the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Dr Peter Shergold,
wrote recently:

Policy advice is important but it don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that zing.
Nothing is more frustrating to a government than to oversight the development
of policy, make and announce a decision and then find that the public service
fails to meet its expectations in delivering the policy to citizens.
The Department of Human Services has the job of supplying the service delivery ‘zing’. We work
directly with policy departments and our six agencies to improve policy design by focusing on
better service delivery.
Our advice is timely, accurate, comprehensive, strategic, balanced, frank and robust. To be
influential it must focus on the policy objectives.
The department is already making a policy impact and we’ve broken much new ground. Our
advice, for example, had a discernible effect on policy for Welfare to Work, accommodation
bonds and Family Tax Benefit quarantining.
The Local Liaison Officer Program, established in February 2005 at the request of
Minister Hockey, is a valued new service for parliamentarians dealing with constituents’
problems. The program provides a single point of contact for members and senators to resolve
constituents’ inquiries about any of the Human Services agencies. By the end of the financial
year, local liaison officers had dealt with 1,920 cases, 99.6 per cent of which were responded
to within two working days.
Working together, the Department of Human Services, Centrelink and the HIC are now
delivering improved Family Assistance Office functions in selected Medicare offices. As a result
of other initiatives in various locations, a parent can now discuss their child support and Family
Tax Benefit options with both CSA and Centrelink during the one phone call, and the HIC and
Centrelink have introduced joint servicing of Indigenous communities.

Secretary’s review
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At financial year’s end, the department had developed a community information and education
strategy that addresses the Minister’s request for better targeted communication of social and
health-related services.
To exploit the synergies available from such a wide range of organisations, I have established
cross-agency teams to focus on obtaining improved outcomes in procurement, information
technology (IT), project management and property. As a result, CRS Australia will engage
Centrelink to manage its IT facilities from early 2006, with expected savings of $3.9 million over
five years. Using CRS Australia contracts, Australian Hearing saved $280,000 on a recent
purchase of computing equipment and CSA saved $80,000 on multifunction devices. These
savings will enable further service improvements.
Within the department we have established an Audit Committee and drawn up Chief Executive
Instructions, staffing policies and procedures, and security guidelines.
Despite the different computing systems across the six Human Services agencies, we have
created common reporting processes.
And then there is our bread-and-butter work. Since October 2004, the department and its
agencies have received and responded to 4,800 pieces of correspondence, provided 812
formal briefs to the Minister, and briefed the Minister in person on a regular basis. We have
also met all the requirements for reporting to parliament.
Recruitment in the new department has been speedy and strategic. I’m delighted to say that
the department has strong capability. Across Human Services, we have strategies in place
for succession planning, talent identification and the sharing of best practice at local and
national levels. Our monthly all-agency staff communiqué highlights joint efforts to improve
service delivery.
The new financial year will be a busy one for Human Services. The government’s Welfare
to Work and other initiatives will give us many opportunities to make service delivery faster,
more efficient and cost effective, and to be more sympathetic to the requirements of the
Australian people.
Throughout 2004–05, departmental staff had to contend with the exceptional demands that are
associated with the establishment of a new department. Thanks to their hard work, flexibility and
commitment, the department is delivering on the Minister’s goal of making people’s lives easier
and more secure by providing simpler and more effective access to government services and
benefits while ensuring a whole-of-government approach to service delivery.
Patricia Scott
Secretary
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Overview
The Department of Human Services (DHS), within the Finance and Administration portfolio,
was established on 26 October 2004 to improve the development, delivery and coordination
of Australian Government services.
Announcing the new department and the appointment of the Hon. Joe Hockey, MP, as its
Minister, the Prime Minister stated that Human Services ‘reflects the strong commitment of
the government to reinvigorate public administration and improve the delivery of services’, and
that it would ‘ensure that the government is able to get the best value for money in delivery, with
an emphasis on continuous service improvement and a whole-of-government approach’.
Human Services brings together six agencies, which between them deliver over $85 billion, or
about 10 per cent of gross domestic product, in payments and services to Australians each year.
As well as a small ‘core department’, Human Services includes the Child Support Agency,
CRS Australia, Centrelink, the Health Insurance Commission, Australian Hearing and Health
Services Australia.

16
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The Minister
The Minister for Human Services in the Forty-first Parliament is the Hon. Joe Hockey, MP,
Member for North Sydney since 1996. Mr Hockey was previously the Minister for Financial
Services and Regulation and the Minister for Small Business and Tourism.
The Minister is responsible for the administration of the following legislation:


Australian Hearing Services Act 1991, except to the extent that it is administered
by the Minister for Health and Ageing



Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989, insofar as it relates to the exercise of the
powers and functions conferred on the Registrar under the Act



Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988, insofar as it relates to the
appointment of the Registrar and the exercise of the powers and functions conferred
on the Registrar under the Act



Commonwealth Services Delivery Agency Act 1997



Health Insurance Commission Act 1973.

Speaking of the mission of the department, Mr Hockey has said:

Each individual involved in providing services and support to other Australians
through Human Services agencies is making a significant contribution to our
community. We are investing in the lives of Australians, usually when they need
our support the most, so we want their experience with the Human Services
agencies to be as professional and timely as possible.

Overview
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Bernadette Ryan (Assistant Secretary–Marketing
and Communications) addressing the core department at
our fortnightly ‘stand-up’ meeting
Photo: Geoff Comfort

Hon. Kevin Andrews (Minister Assisting the
Prime Minister for the Public Service), Toni Brown
(Project Leader, Staying Connected Program),
Cathy Argall (then CSA General Manager) and
Jonathan Toussaint (Interrelate Co-facilitator,
Staying Connected Program) accepting the
Prime Minister’s Award for Excellence in Public
Sector Management
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CRS Australia Remote Services Team
rehabilitation consultants Karen Lane
and Hayley Insch with the remote team’s
four-wheel drive

Matt Miller (right) signing the
Child Support Agency's
Environmental Management
System (EMS) agreement
with CSA’s EMS manager,
Brett Brown
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Patricia Scott (Secretary) addressing the core
department at our fortnightly ‘stand-up’ meetings
Photo: Geoff Comfort

Local liaison officer for the member for Murray and Manager
Shepparton Centrelink Kate Hay (right), with Medicare
Australia's Tony Merlino (Regional Manager Northern Region
Vic.) and Sharon Neff (Acting Site Manager Shepparton),
Dr Sharman Stone (member for Murray)

CRS Australia staff of the Marion unit, SA—
Margaret Liptak, Deirdre Morrissy and Mary Burfield—
with Ivan Copley, organiser of the Aboriginal Services
Employment Networking and Arts Expo (Nunga Expo,
April 2005)

Overview
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The agencies
Human Services comprises the following entities.


The Department of Human Services consists of the core department, the Child Support
Agency and CRS Australia.
– The core department is small but strategic. Its task is to direct, coordinate and broker
improvements to service delivery.
– The Child Support Agency (CSA) ensures that children of separated parents receive
financial support from both parents.
– CRS Australia assists people with an injury or a disability to get a job or return to work
by providing individualised vocational rehabilitation, and helps employers to keep their
workplaces safe.



Centrelink is a statutory authority that delivers a range of government payments and
services to Australians, including retirees, families, carers, parents, people with disabilities,
Indigenous people, and people from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, and
provides services at times of major change.



The Health Insurance Commission is a statutory authority that improves the health of
Australians through efficient services and payments, such as Medicare, the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme, the Australian Childhood Immunisation Register and the Australian Organ
Donor Register.



Australian Hearing Services, a statutory authority that operates as Australian Hearing, is
the nation’s hearing specialist. It helps people manage their hearing impairment to improve
their quality of life, and is a world leader in research and development through its research
arm, the National Acoustic Laboratories.



Health Services Australia Limited is a government business enterprise delivering
expertise and experience in medical advisory, assessment and health screening services.

Figure 1 shows the relationships between these agencies.

20
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Figure 1 Structure of the Department of Human Services, 30 June 2005
Minister for Human Services
The Hon. Joe Hockey, MP

Department of Human Services
Secretary: Patricia Scott
Outcome 1
Effective and efficient delivery of social and health-related services,
including financial assistance, to the Australian community

Core Department
Secretary: Patricia Scott
Output 1
Facilitation and promotion of effective
and efficient delivery of social and health
related services

Child Support Agency
General Manager: Matt Miller
Output 2
Delivery of child support assessment,
registration, collection and
disbursement services

Centrelink
Chief Executive Officer: Jeff Whalan

Health insurance Commission
Managing Director: Catherine Argall PSM

Australian Hearing
Managing Director: Anthea Green

CRS Australia
General Manager: David Graham
Output 3
Delivery of vocational rehabilitation services to
eligible people who have an injury, disability or
health condition

Health Services Australia
Managing Director: Stan Macionisa

a Acting
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How we report our performance
The agencies that make up Human Services report according to different legislative
requirements. Detailed information about the activities and responsibilities of the agencies may
be obtained from each agency’s website or in the case of Australian Hearing, Health Services
Australia, Centrelink and the Health Insurance Commission from their separate and detailed
annual reports.
The core department, the Child Support Agency and CRS Australia report under the Financial
Management and Accountability Act 1997. This annual report includes their individual and
consolidated financial statements. Aspects of corporate governance that apply to all three
sections are reported together.
Core department
The core department also reports here on its performance, corporate governance matters
specific to it, and other matters required by legislation. Because the department is new, it
was not covered by a Portfolio Budget Statement in 2004–05; it therefore reports against
its 2004–05 Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements (PAES).
www.humanservices.gov.au—1300 55 44 79
Child Support Agency
CSA reports here on its performance, corporate governance matters specific to it and other
matters required by legislation. It reports against the DHS 2004–05 PAES, and the challenges
identified in the Child Support Agency Business Plan 2004–2005.
www.csa.gov.au—131 272
CRS Australia
CRS Australia reports here on corporate governance, and on aspects of its performance
described in the DHS 2004–05 Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements. CRS Australia reports
on other aspects of its performance in the annual report of the Department of Employment and
Workplace Relations, which is available on that department’s website (www.dewr.gov.au).
www.crsaustralia.gov.au—1800 624 824
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Centrelink
Centrelink, as an agency formed under the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997
and the Commonwealth Services Delivery Agency Act 1997, provides its own annual report
covering corporate governance, performance and other matters required by legislation. The key
instrument for measuring and reporting on Centrelink’s operational performance is through its
Balanced Scorecard. The Scorecard includes both internally focused measures and measures
negotiated with purchasing departments, as identified in their respective 2004–05 Portfolio
Budget Statements and Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements. Centrelink also reports
against the DHS 2004–05 PAES.
www.centrelink.gov.au—1800 050 004
Health Insurance Commission
The HIC, as a statutory authority, provides its own annual report under the Commonwealth
Authorities and Companies Act 1997 and the Health Insurance Commission Act 1973,
covering corporate governance, performance and other matters required by legislation. It reports
against measures identified in the 2004–05 Portfolio Budget Statements for the Department of
Health and Ageing (available on that department’s website—www.health.gov.au) and the
Department of Veterans’ Affairs (available on that department’s website—www.dva.gov.au).
It also reports against the DHS 2004–05 PAES.
www.hic.gov.au—132 011
Australian Hearing
Australian Hearing publishes its own annual report under the Commonwealth Authorities
and Companies Act 1997 and the Australian Hearing Services Act 1991.
www.hearing.com.au—131 797
Health Services Australia
Health Services Australia publishes its own annual report under the Commonwealth
Authorities and Companies Act 1997.
www.healthoz.com.au—1300 361 046

Overview
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The department
This section describes the role and functions of the Department of Human Services (DHS), its
outcome and outputs structure, and the corporate governance and financial arrangements that
apply to all three organisations covered by this annual report.
The following three chapters report individually on the core department, the Child Support Agency
(CSA) and CRS Australia and provide more detailed information on their governance functions.
The core department, CSA and CRS Australia report on their performance against the indicators
and measures in the department’s 2004–05 Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements.
CRS Australia also reports on performance in the Department of Employment and Workplace
Relations annual report.

Role and outcome
The department’s role is to improve the delivery of social and health-related services to the
Australian people.
We do this by leading and coordinating improvements to services, encouraging a strong
customer focus and supporting it through better targeted communication and sensible use of
new technologies.
Working with other departments in a whole-of-government approach, we ensure that ‘how a
service is delivered’ is considered when new policies are planned.
The department’s planned outcome is:

Effective and efficient delivery of social and health-related services, including
financial assistance, to the Australian community.

Outcome and output structure
At 30 June 2005, the Department of Human Services comprised the core department, CSA
and CRS Australia. Each produced one output to deliver the department’s planned outcome
(see Figure 2):

26



Core department—Facilitation and promotion of effective and efficient delivery of social
and health-related services



Child Support Agency—Delivery of child support assessment, registration, collection and
disbursement services



CRS Australia—Delivery of vocational rehabilitation services to eligible people who have
an injury, disability or health condition.

The department
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Figure 2 Departmental outcome and output groups
Department of Human Services
Secretary: Patricia Scott

Outcome 1
Effective and efficient delivery of social and health-related services,
including financial assistance, to the Australian community

Core department
Output 1:
Facilitation and promotion of
effective and efficient delivery of
social and health-related services

Child Support Agency
Output 2:
Delivery of child support assessment,
registration, collection and disbursement
services

The Department of Human
Services ensures a whole-ofgovernment approach to social
and health-related service delivery.

CSA ensures that children
of separated parents receive
the financial support that both their
parents are responsible
for providing.

CRS Australia
Output 3:
Delivery of vocational
rehabilitation services to eligible
people who have an injury,
disability or health condition
CRS Australia assists people
who have a disability or injury to
return to work.

Corporate governance
This section reports on corporate governance matters common to the core department, CSA
and CRS Australia. Corporate governance matters specific to the core department, CSA and
CRS Australia are reported on in the management and accountability sections in the chapters
on each entity.

Corporate goals and values
The governance model in DHS is consistent with the Commonwealth governance model. It
supports the Secretary in the management of the department and in assisting the Minister to
fulfil his accountability obligations.
This in turn helps DHS meet its obligations under, for example, the Australian Public Service
Values and Code of Conduct, and legislative requirements placed on us as members of the
Australian Public Service.
APS Values and Code of Conduct
The core department, CSA and CRS Australia all explicitly embrace the APS Values and Code
of Conduct. Commitment to the Values and Code of Conduct are highlighted in the corporate
plans, certified agreements (in CSA and CRS Australia), Australian workplace agreements,
client/service charters, Chief Executive Instructions and the agency’s own values/behaviour
statements. Each agency provides training for staff in the APS Values and Code of Conduct.

The department
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The executive
The executive coordinating team
The executive team comprises the Secretary, the heads of the Human Services agencies and
the senior executive staff of the department.
Executive responsibilities
The Secretary is directly responsible to the Minister for the leadership, management and
sound governance of the department, and for shaping its future. She is responsible for
delivering organisational performance through determining priorities and resource allocations.
Five committees have been created to assist the Secretary to fulfil her responsibilities. The
committees make recommendations, but ultimate authority remains with the Secretary.
The General Manager of CSA provides leadership to ensure that the agency continues to move
towards its vision that parents accept their child support responsibilities. This position also holds
the statutory office of the Child Support Registrar, which has legal responsibility for the
administration of child support legislation. The General Manager contributes to the overall
management of Human Services through the Agency Heads Meeting and membership of the
DHS Audit Committee.
The General Manager of CRS Australia is responsible for the leadership, sound management
and performance of CRS Australia within the delegations established by the Secretary of the
DHS. The General Manager contributes to the overall management of Human Services through
the Agency Heads Meeting and membership of the Audit Committee.
Executive remuneration
Salary ranges for executive employees are provided in Appendix 1.
Information on executive staff members who received, or were due to receive, total remuneration
of $100,000 or more is set out in Note 15 to the Financial Statements in this report.

Governance framework
Agency Heads Meeting
The Agency Heads Meeting provides advice to the Secretary on matters pertaining to the
agencies of the department. This is a monthly meeting chaired by the Secretary and attended by
all six Human Services agency chief executive officers.
Audit Committee
The DHS Audit Committee has audit oversight for the core department, CSA and CRS Australia.
The other Human Services agencies—Centrelink, the Health Insurance Commission (HIC),
Australian Hearing and Health Services Australia—have their own audit committees.

28
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The Audit Committee, chaired by the Deputy Secretary, reviews, monitors and recommends
improvements to:


risk management identification and amelioration



internal control processes (including fraud control)



the financial reporting process



the functioning of the department’s Internal Audit Unit



the external audit process



the department’s process for monitoring compliance with legislation, regulations and
government policy.

In performing its responsibilities, the Audit Committee provides advice and support to the
Secretary, the chief executive officers of CSA and CRS Australia, and line managers. It also
manages a working relationship with the Australian National Audit Office.
Membership of the Audit Committee is determined by the Secretary in consultation with the
Executive Management Group and is for a fixed term, as determined by the Secretary. To ensure
a smooth transition of new members and retention of corporate knowledge, a program of
rotating membership will be developed by the Chair of the Audit Committee for the Secretary’s
approval. The Audit Committee meets every two months, and as required.

Table 1

Senior management committees

Audit Committee
(core department, CSA, CRS Australia)

Agency Heads Meeting

Deputy Secretary DHS (Chair)

Secretary DHS (Chair)

Two independent members

Chief Executive Officer Centrelink

General Manager CRS Australia

General Manager CRS Australia

General Manager CSA

General Manager CSA

Chief Financial Officer DHS (attendee)

Managing Director HIC
Acting Managing Director Health Services Australia
Managing Director Australian Hearing

Secretariat: Project Officer

Secretariat: Executive Officer

Risk management, internal audit and fraud control
As of 30 June 2005, the DHS Audit Committee was oversighting the development of an internal
audit plan for the core department, CSA and CRS Australia. As part of this process, the Audit
Committee will determine the most effective way for the department to deal with internal audit
issues. Until the internal audit plan is complete, CSA will use the panel arrangements of the
Department of Family and Community Services, and CRS Australia will use those of the
Department of Health and Ageing.
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In a cooperative arrangement with Comcover, the department has developed a phased approach
to preparing its fraud control plan. The initial phase will be to establish the risk profile of the
department through a series of discussions facilitated by the senior executive. Once the risk
assessment is complete, the department will be able to finalise its fraud control plan. The Audit
Committee expects that the interim fraud control plan will be updated in late 2005.
CSA and CRS Australia report on aspects of risk management, internal audit and fraud control
specific to them in their respective management and accountability sections.

Ethical standards
The requirement for all members of the department to uphold the ethical values embodied in
the Public Service Act 1999 and the Australian Public Service Values and Code of Conduct
has been clearly articulated in a number of departmental documents. Those documents include
the Declaration of Confidentiality, Security and Privacy; the department’s people management
policies and security plans; and the Chief Executive’s Instructions.
The requirement to uphold the highest standards is reinforced on a regular basis at staff
meetings and underpins the charters of the management committees.

Social justice and equity
Human Services recognises the importance of ensuring that Australians have equitable access
to the full range of social and health-related services, and that people are not disadvantaged by
service delivery arrangements. This has been a key consideration in developing improved service
delivery strategies.
We are developing communication strategies that take account of culture, language, disability
and remote location requirements of Human Services customers and the wider community. The
Human Services website, updated in June 2005, is compatible with browsers used by people
with impaired vision.

Financial overview
This section provides a summary of the department’s financial performance for 2004–05.
Departmental and administered results are shown in the audited financial statements, and this
summary should be read in conjunction with those statements.
The departmental total resources are shown in some detail in Table 2. Details of the price of outputs
and the administered and departmental expenses incurred in delivering the department’s outputs are
also detailed in Table 2, as is the budget allocation for the 2005–06 financial year for these items.
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Departmental financial performance
The department’s Statement of Financial Performance reports an operating surplus for
2004–05 of $2.0 million. The result was less than the operating result of $3.8 million forecast
in the Portfolio Budget Statements.
The department received an unqualified audit report for 2004–05.

Table 2

Total resources for Outcome 1
Budget
2004–05a (1)
$’000

Actual
expenses
2004–05 (2)
$’000

Variation
(2)–(1)
$’000

Budget
2005–06b
$’000

Administered expenses
Child support

505,715

519,895

14,180

937,303

Total administered expenses

505,715

519,895

14,180

937,303

7,577

6,029

(1,548)

11,883

150,342

150,235

(107)

286,394

Price of departmental outputs
Output 1: Core department
Output 2: Child Support Agencyc
Output 3: CRS Australia

–

–

–

–

Subtotal departmental outputs

157,919

156,264

(1,655)

298,277

Revenue from government (appropriation)
for departmental outputs

157,919

156,264

(1,655)

298,277

Revenue from other sources

113,109

113,240

131

167,727

Total price of outputs

271,028

269,504

(1,524)

466,004

Total for Outcome 1
(total price of outputs and administered expenses)

776,743

789,399

12,656

1,403,307

2004–05

2005–06

4,657

4,620

Average staffing level

a This column shows the full-year budget, including additional estimates.
b This column shows the budget prior to additional estimates.
c Includes an additional section 32 transfer from the Department of Family and Community Services of $15,218,486, effective 16 June 2005.
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Statement of financial performance
Revenue
Total revenue received for the period from 26 October 2004 to 30 June 2005 was
$271 million, made up of $158 million from appropriations for outputs and $113 million
from the sale of services.
Appropriation revenue was $8 million for the core department and $150 million for CSA.
CRS Australia has purchaser–provider arrangements in place for the provision of rehabilitation
services. CRS Australia received funding of $113 million for the provision of these services.
Appropriations were transferred to the department with the transfer of functions.
Expenses
The department’s expenses for the period were $270 million: $172 million for employee
expenses, $88 million for supplier expenses, $8 million for depreciation and other expenses
and $1 million for CRS Australia income tax equivalent expenses.

Statement of financial position
Equity
The department’s total equity is $49 million. Upon creation of the department, equity relating
to CRS Australia and CSA of $46 million was transferred to the department. The balance
was due to an increase in the asset realisation reserve ($1 million) and to the operating
surplus ($2 million).
Assets
The department’s assets total $144 million and can be broken into four main categories:


cash



infrastructure, plant and equipment



intangibles (non-physical assets such as software)



receivables (amounts due to be paid to the department).

There is also an ‘Other non-financial assets’ category comprising other departmental assets
which relate to prepayments.
The proportion of each category of assets held during 2004–05 is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Composition of departmental assets at 30 June 2005

IP&E = Infrastructure, plant and equipment

The department has $65 million recorded as a receivable in the Official Public Account. Of this
amount, $43 million is held on behalf of CRS Australia, $20 million for CSA and $2 million for
the core department.
Liabilities
The department has total liabilities of $95 million. This consists of employee provisions of
$65 million, building-related provisions of $10 million, trade creditor provisions of $19 million
and other payables of $1 million.

Administered items
Administered items are those assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses that are controlled by
the Australian Government, but managed or overseen by the department on the government’s
behalf.
CSA’s administered activities include the provision of assessment, registration, collection and
disbursement services that facilitate the transfer of child support payments between separated
parents for the support of their children.
The core department receives interest revenue from the Health Insurance Commission,
dividend revenue from Australian Hearing and Health Services Australia, and competitive
neutrality revenue from Australian Hearing. All administered receipts are transferred directly
to the Official Public Account.
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Highlights
At 30 June 2005, the department was eight months old. Our achievements over those eight
months included:


increasing the number of voluntary referrals from Centrelink to the Job Network from
4,000 a month to 10,000 a month



establishing a national network of local liaison officers (LLOs) to provide members of
parliament and their constituents with a rapid response to service issues (at year’s end, LLOs
had dealt with 1,920 cases and completed 99.6 per cent of them within two working days)



establishing the Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessment Division to increase the speed
with which injured employees are referred for assessment, intervention and employment
services support



improving accountability by developing legislation, which was introduced on 23 June 2005,
to remove the boards of Centrelink and the Health Insurance Commission



elevating the importance of service delivery, by making a significant contribution to policy
development through our participation on the Welfare to Work Taskforce and by actively
participating in interdepartmental working groups



developing a proposal for the ‘Government Services Smartcard’ and convening an
interdepartmental committee to progress the smartcard proposal



improving cross-agency work on procurement, information technology, project management
and property and achieving savings and efficiencies through joint initiatives (for example,
CRS Australia has engaged Centrelink to manage its information technology facilities, with
estimated savings of $3.9 million over five years)



establishing the department—on 26 October 2004, the department consisted of three
people and borrowed facilities; at 30 June 2005, we have a well-functioning department,
having recruited staff and put in place governance and management processes.

Description
The core department is small and strategic. Our role is to improve the delivery of social and
health-related services to the Australian people. We do this by introducing new service
approaches and by overseeing and improving the performance of existing services.
The department does not duplicate the expertise or resources of the agencies; instead, we
foster a high level of collaboration. We recognise the individual characteristics of the agencies
and draw on their collective expertise.
The core department, Output 1, ensures a whole-of-government approach to delivering social
and health-related services.

Output 1—Core department
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The core department consists of three small divisions and a small legal branch. The divisions are
Service Delivery—Policy and Strategy; Delivery Analysis and Corporate; and Comprehensive
Work Capacity Assessment.

Service Delivery—Policy and Strategy Division
The Service Delivery—Policy and Strategy Division consists of three branches: Delivery Strategy
and Coordination; Service Delivery—Policy; and Marketing and Communication. The division is
responsible for:


ensuring that service delivery implications are taken into account when new government
policies are being planned or considered



providing advice on existing service delivery issues as part of strategic reviews of
government policy



ensuring an effective, efficient cross-agency and customer-centred approach in Human
Services and its six agencies in relation to information technology capabilities, general
procurement and property



ensuring that key technology trends are understood and exploited within Human Services
and its agencies where appropriate



coordinating independent reviews of significant information technology, property and
procurement initiatives in Human Services agencies as required



developing and implementing a cross-agency service delivery strategy, including improving
the delivery of online services



improving service delivery for members of parliament, senators and their constituents
through the Local Liaison Officer Program



ensuring that new policy, program rollout and service delivery changes are effectively
communicated to stakeholders.

Delivery Analysis and Corporate Division
The Delivery Analysis and Corporate Division consists of two branches—Delivery Analysis and
Corporate. The division is responsible for:

38



focusing on the performance of Human Services agencies and the services they provide



providing management and support services to the department



meeting a range of government reporting requirements—for example, parliamentary and
ministerial, financial, governance and people management.
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Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessment Division
The small Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessment Division was established in June 2005 to
lead the implementation of a single service for assessment of work capacity. The division has
policy responsibility for Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessments, allocating service delivery
elements to capable providers, and overseeing the delivery of these services.
The main priorities of the division are to:


streamline and speed up the assessment process



administer an assessment process which facilitates the direct referral of individuals to
support services where appropriate



develop policy guidelines for the Pre-vocational Assistance Participation Account, a new stream
of funding announced in the 2005–06 Budget’s Welfare to Work package. The Pre-vocational
Assistance Participation Account will provide a funding stream for comprehensive work
capacity assessors to refer people to assistance programs that address their barriers to work



ensure that all comprehensive work capacity assessors provide a customised report for
service providers, one that can also assist Centrelink to determine the appropriate income
support payment for an individual where required.

Legal Branch
The Legal Branch is responsible for:


providing legal services to the core department and the Minister



managing the Department of Human Services’s legislative program



providing advice on information-related issues to the core department and the Minister
and participating with the six Human Services agencies and other departments on
information-related issues.

Performance
Outcome
Effective and efficient delivery of social and health-related services,
including financial assistance, to the Australian community

Output Group 1—core department
The Department of Human Services ensures a whole-of-government
approach to social and health-related service delivery

Output 1—Core department
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The core department’s performance is measured on quality, timeliness, quantity and price.
Detailed reports on the core department’s performance against each of those measures follow.

Table 3
Measure
Quantity

Timeliness

Core department—performance measures
Target
In 2004–05, the department expected toa:
• process approximately 3,500 items
of ministerial correspondence

The department processed 4,615 items of
ministerial correspondence.

• provide approximately 700 briefings to the
Minister and his office

The department processed 856 briefings.

• prepare draft answers to approximately
70 parliamentary questions on notice.

The department prepared draft answers to 125
parliamentary questions in writing and 164 written
Senate estimates questions.

The department aimed to meet specific
deadlines as follows:
• for correspondence on substantive issues
from Australian Government ministers, heads
of state, premiers, chief ministers and the
like, a response is to be prepared within 14
calendar days from the date received in the
department

A response was prepared within 14 days of the
date of receipt in the department in 72% of cases.

• for other correspondence, a response is to
be prepared or appropriate action taken
within 21 calendar days from the date
received in the department

A response was prepared within 21 calendar days
in 84% of cases.

• the preparation of responses to parliamentary
questions on notice within 60 days for the
House of Representatives and 30 days for
the Senate

83% of answers prepared for the House of
Representatives and 92% of answers prepared for
the Senate met these standards.

• the preparation of briefings reasonably in
advance of when they are required or within
such other time periods as may be specified
by the Minister or his office.

91% of briefings were prepared within the agreed
timeframes.

Quality

The degree of satisfaction of the Minister and
his office with the timeliness of advice and the
achievement of key tasks, as expressed through
formal and informal feedback

Feedback indicated a high level of satisfaction with
the way the department carried out its
responsibilities. The department was considered
responsive and reliable in providing professional
and timely advice.

Price

Price of outputs $7.6 million

Cost of outputs $6.0 million

a Part-year target
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Service delivery
Strategy and coordination
The core department is responsible for ensuring a coordinated approach by Human Services
agencies in relation to property, procurement and information technology (IT) matters, and for
developing a service delivery strategy aimed at ensuring the effective, efficient and sympathetic
delivery of health and welfare–related services.
Procurement policy
During 2004–05, the department revised the cross-agency procurement process, established
cross-agency working groups for general and IT-specific procurement and assessed all
significant procurement proposals of Human Services agencies.
These activities resulted in:


Australian Hearing procuring computing equipment using CRS Australia and Centrelink
contracts



Centrelink planning to provide IT support services to CRS Australia



the Health Insurance Commission (HIC) releasing a single tender to meet the long-life
plastic card requirements of all agencies



the Child Support Agency (CSA) using a CRS Australia contract to acquire
multifunction devices.

Our procurement initiatives have resulted in savings for Human Services agencies and in many
cases have led to faster deployment of new products and services.
Property-related decisions
During the year, the department revised cross-agency property-related processes, established a
cross-agency working group and assessed all significant property procurement proposals by
Human Services agencies. These initiatives resulted in some CRS Australia and Centrelink
offices being co-located—for example, CRS Australia partly occupies Centrelink-leased
premises at Mt Druitt and Shellharbour in New South Wales—and in cost savings to specific
agencies, arising from their ability to leverage, rather than redevelop, property-related processes
such as environmental management plans.
Technology-related initiatives (other than procurement)
The department commissioned a review of the Centrelink Refresh software by an independent
consultancy and established a panel of specialist information and communication technology
consultants to review the status and progress of key IT projects. In addition, we established a
cross-agency working group to identify and pursue more efficient and better uses of information
technology.

Output 1—Core department
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These initiatives resulted in an agreed approach to standardising website design, the timely
addressing of specific issues associated with the software, and the identification of opportunities
for increasing the level of uptake and functionality of online services.
Government policy
The department worked with the Australian Taxation Office to develop more coordinated
approaches to cross-agency initiatives. We represented Human Services agencies on working
groups established by the Australian Government Information Management Office and the
Attorney-General’s Department, to ensure that social and health-related service delivery issues
were addressed.
Development and delivery of services
During the financial year, we commenced to develop improved service delivery strategies and we
worked with Centrelink and the HIC to improve Family Assistance Office services.
Policy
The department supported the delivery of the government’s 2004 election commitments and
contributed to the development and implementation of budget initiatives.
Budget strategy 2005–06
The 2005–06 Budget process began before DHS was established. In its early days of operation,
the core department had to develop the DHS budget strategy for 2005–06. In close consultation
with Human Services agencies, we provided advice to government on all policy proposals
affecting the agencies and, in particular, advised on their service delivery impacts. This enabled
the government to consider both the policy and the service delivery implications of proposals
throughout the budget process.
Policy and service delivery reform agendas
Confirming our influential role in the government’s social and health-related policy reforms,
we participated in a number of forums reviewing social and health-related issues. We have
established a place at the table at these forums, which provide input to the government’s policy
reform agendas.
Our most significant achievement was our participation in the Welfare to Work Taskforce, which
led to the key government reforms announced in the budget to improve participation and reduce
welfare dependency. As well as involving a significant implementation role for Centrelink, the
reforms brought a considerable body of work to Human Services, with the department allocated
responsibility for the design and implementation of Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessments
and Pre-vocational Assistance Participation Account measures.
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We assisted government consideration of ways to reduce Family Tax Benefit (FTB)
overpayments, which culminated in the package of measures announced on Budget night.
In early 2005, we provided information and advice to the Ministerial Taskforce on Child Support
on key opportunities for change to existing child support arrangements. We also established a
cross-agency working group and submitted the first departmental submission, with suggested
service delivery improvements, in response to a government discussion paper on the
implementation of wide-ranging reforms to the family law system.
Prime Minister’s priorities
We have delivered or are delivering on the priorities set by the Prime Minister when the
department was established, including advising the government on the best ways to deliver
new and existing payments. We have also been instrumental in achieving another of the Prime
Minister’s key priorities: improving the flow of clients from Centrelink to the Job Network.
Voluntary referrals from Centrelink to the Job Network for non-activity tested customers
increased dramatically as a result of a concerted and coordinated effort by the Department of
Human Services, the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations and Centrelink. This
increase was achieved through an improved ‘work first’ message to clients at every contact with
Centrelink, combined with an outbound call strategy to non-activity tested customers. The most
significant increase in referrals was in the Parenting Payment customer group.

Figure 5 Monthly referrals to Job Network by Centrelink, 2004–05
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Our work with CRS Australia, Health Services Australia and Centrelink in the area of
rehabilitation reform, another of the Prime Minister’s priorities for the department, has resulted
in people with injuries being referred more quickly for assessment, intervention and rehabilitation
support. This group includes Disability Support Pension claimants and the large number of
Newstart recipients who are exempt from activity testing through incapacitation. Centrelink now
engages a greater number of customers at the point of assessment to ensure that they know of
and are encouraged to take up appropriate identified interventions, such as short-course training
programs, vocational rehabilitation or referral to the Job Network.
Inquiries
The department assisted government and contributed to reforms through its submissions to a
variety of inquiries, including the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Family and
Human Services Inquiry into Balancing Work and Family, the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission’s National Inquiry into Employment and Disability, and the inquiry of the
Senate Select Committee on Mental Health. Human Services coordinated input from all relevant
service delivery agencies and provided a single submission to each inquiry. For the mental health
inquiry, the department’s contribution was included in a whole-of-government submission,
coordinated by the Department of Health and Ageing.
Local Liaison Officer Program
One of our key achievements was the successful implementation of the Local Liaison Officer
Program, an initiative of the Minister for Human Services. The program was introduced
in February 2005 for members of the House of Representatives, and in March 2005 for
senators, to further improve and coordinate support provided to customers who approach
agencies through their federal member or senator. The program also improves the information
services and support provided by Human Services agencies to all members and senators. Local
liaison officers from all Human Services agencies are based in every federal electorate and are
available to assist all members of parliament. To 30 June 2005, local liaison officers dealt with
1,920 cases referred by members of parliament, and resolved 99.6 per cent of them within two
working days.
Strategic initiatives
In addition to participating in a range of working groups resulting from election commitments and
budget proposals, the department provided service delivery options and advice leading to the
successful implementation of measures such as FTB quarantining, the $300 increase to the
maximum rate of FTB (Part B), the 30% Child Care Tax Rebate initiatives, and the
Accommodation Bonds Asset Test Exemption.
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Delivery analysis
The department has been involved in gaining a better understanding of its agencies’ functions,
directions and financial positions. We monitor and report on ongoing performance issues,
including audit reports and progress on policy implementation. We are also responsible for
managing and reviewing governance structures of Human Services agencies.
Governance reviews
In 2004–05, we completed a review of existing governance structures and arrangements,
taking fully into account the findings of the Uhrig report, Review of the Corporate Governance of
Statutory Authorities and Office Holders. The assessment forms the basis for continuing review
and consideration of the most appropriate governance structures for Human Services agencies.
The most significant review outcomes during the financial year included those related to pending
changes to the Centrelink and the HIC governance structures. On the basis of the government’s
response to the Uhrig report and our assessments, the Minister for Human Services introduced
legislation on 23 June 2005 to abolish the Centrelink and HIC governance boards and to bring
both agencies closer to government by redefining them as statutory agencies. Once the
legislation is passed, the agencies’ chief executive officers will report to the Minister through
the Secretary of the Department of Human Services from 1 October 2005.
Delivery performance and financial analysis
The department analysed its agencies’ performance and financial reports with a view to briefing
the Minister on emerging issues, areas in which service delivery can be improved and the
potential for agencies to share information on best practices.
Where appropriate, we assisted agencies in their relationships with purchasing departments in
order to promote transparency, efficiency and a whole-of-government approach.
We report to the Minister regularly on the implementation of activities to achieve the
government’s objectives of efficient and effective social and health-related service delivery.
Agency audit and risk management
Our audit and risk management activities mainly concentrated on providing appropriate
responses to Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) reports and related documents generated
within our agencies. We analysed in detail many ANAO reports of reviews conducted within and
across Human Services agencies, focusing our attention on specific-issue performance audits
and on those reports that may have wider relevance for agencies as guides to better practice.
We contributed to the formulation of coordinated agency responses to those ANAO findings.
Our officers represented the department, as observers, on a number of Human Services
agencies’ boards and management, audit and risk committees, to understand each agency’s
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business and financial risks and the management strategies being used to minimise those risks.
The officers were therefore able to give timely and comprehensive briefings to the Secretary on
emerging issues to facilitate high-level discussions with agencies on improving risk management
and driving risk reduction.
Marketing and communication
The core department oversees communication activity across the six Human Services agencies.
Over the past eight months, we have introduced a coordinated approach to marketing and
communication across the agencies.
Communication strategies and coordination
The customer services delivered by the six Human Services agencies are supported by
comprehensive communication programs.
In 2004–05, the Human Services Marketing and Communication Committee, comprising senior
marketing managers from the department and its agencies, was the driving force behind a
strategy to coordinate and improve agencies’ communication with their customers.
The department implemented a process for coordinating agency publications and letters and
reviewed media monitoring and analysis across the six agencies to determine how coordination
of these services might improve capability and reduce costs. Streamlined monitoring
arrangements, to be introduced from July 2005, will reduce duplication and associated costs.
During the year, the department established a website; produced publications, speeches and
media releases; undertook media monitoring services and issues analysis; and produced an
internal newsletter.
Communication campaigns
In line with our service delivery responsibilities, the core department coordinated two pre-existing
communication campaigns: More Help for Families and Keeping the System Fair. Both
campaigns have impacts at service delivery level.
More Help for Families informs parents about government benefits. The specific goal of this
campaign was to encourage people receiving FTB or child-care benefits to update their income
estimates. Keeping the System Fair promotes compliance by alerting people to the
consequences of not providing accurate information. Delivery of the campaigns involved a close
working relationship with the Department of Family and Community Services and the
Department of Employment and Workplace Relations.
The core department and agencies collaborated during the year to develop the Human Services
Community Information and Education Program, to be implemented in 2005–06. This new
program will inform Australians about health, family and welfare–related services and benefits.
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Outlook
In 2005–06, the core department will continue to contribute to ensuring a whole-of-government
approach to the delivery of social and health-related services. We expect to substantially
progress some of the service delivery work we began this year, such as the HIC and Centrelink
contributions to the eTax online initiative, and the deployment of the full range of Family
Assistance Office services from Medicare offices.
As part of our focus on IT improvements, we will work to ensure that Centrelink provides select
IT support services to CRS Australia. We will also commission an independent external review
of select IT initiatives in a number of Human Services agencies to ensure that cost, schedule,
quality and risk issues are being appropriately managed and the required outcomes achieved.
We will provide advice to the government on ways to improve the scope and use of online
service delivery and service delivery to Indigenous Australians through cooperative arrangements
across Human Services agencies.
A key role for the core department in 2005–06 will be to steer DHS through its first full budget
cycle and to coordinate whole-of-government advice to allow further government consideration
of a possible ‘Government Services Smartcard’. We will also support CSA in determining and
implementing the new arrangements arising from the report of the Ministerial Taskforce on Child
Support, which recommended considerable reform of the system, and we will prepare for the
implementation of Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessments and Pre-vocational Assistance
Participation Account measures.
In the coming months, we will establish the operational framework to support the new
governance arrangements for Centrelink and the HIC. This will include providing input to the
Minister’s Statement of Expectations for each agency. It will also entail reviewing and monitoring
each agency’s Statement of Intent, which outlines the initiatives that the agency is taking to meet
the expectations and priorities of government and articulates measurable and verifiable key
performance indicators to be agreed with the Minister.
We will monitor the performance of the chief executive officers and their agencies against the
performance indicators and will report the results to the Minister.
The core department will continue to ensure financial accountability and improve costing
transparency by contributing to the review of the Centrelink Funding Model and the development
of benchmarking and costing model options.
We will continue further coordination and improvement of marketing and communication across
the agencies in 2005–06 and will prioritise our review of websites and customer letters as part
of that process. We expect to implement the Human Services Community Information and
Education Program from September 2005.
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Management and accountability
Corporate governance
This section reports on aspects of the core department’s corporate governance that
differ from, or function in addition to, the whole-of-department measures described in
‘The department’.
Committees
Executive Management Group
The Executive Management Group comprises the Senior Executive Service officers within the
core department.
The Executive Management Group assists the Secretary in meeting her obligations as agency
head by managing high-level corporate strategy and advising on senior-staffing arrangements,
internal resource allocation and how to meet government expectations of the department.
The Executive Management Group meets weekly.
People and Leadership Committee
The People and Leadership Committee supports the Secretary by developing the core
department’s capability, with particular emphasis on:


developing and defining the corporate culture and shaping values



conducting succession planning, workforce planning and staff development



ensuring links between the department’s strategic framework, business outcomes, people
management strategies, and people’s day-to-day work



identifying people management and leadership initiatives, particularly in the areas of career
development, support and training



examining flexible workplace practices that help and encourage people to balance their work
and personal lives



discussing and making recommendations on the department’s high-level strategic people
management and leadership needs for endorsement by the Executive Management Group.

Membership of the People and Leadership Committee is determined by the Secretary in
consultation with the Executive Management Group and is for a fixed term, as determined by
the Secretary. The committee, which is chaired by the Secretary, meets on a quarterly basis.
Information Management Committee
The Information Management Committee will provide advice to the Executive Management
Group on strategies and policies for the effective use of information resources, and on the
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development of information infrastructure and services that support the core department’s
business outcomes. In addition, the committee will oversight the development and maintenance
of knowledge management and sharing in the core department and review the effectiveness of
internal and external communications. The committee, which is chaired by the Deputy Secretary,
will meet quarterly.
Security Committee
The Security Committee has responsibility for overseeing, monitoring and reporting on the
overall management of security risks within the core department, including security policy,
planning and risk management. The committee has direct links to the Audit Committee in
relation to fraud control and the management of privacy issues. In addition, the committee:


prepares responses to the Australian Government Annual Protective Security Survey



develops and instigates a program of staff education and training



instigates new distribution controls, where appropriate



reviews the protective security environment in the core department against the
requirements of the Australian Government’s Protective Security Manual



conducts an annual review of the departmental Protective Security Plan.

The committee, which is chaired by the Deputy Secretary, meets quarterly.

Table 4

Core department—committee membership
Security Committeeb

Executive
Management Groupa

People and
Leadership Committeeb

Information
Management Committeeb

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair

Secretary

Secretary

Deputy Secretary

Deputy Secretary

Members

Members

Members

Members

Deputy Secretary

Deputy Secretary

AS Delivery Strategy
and Coordination

AS Corporate

FAS Senior
Financial Analyst

FAS Senior
Financial Analyst

AS Corporate

AS Delivery Strategy
and Coordination

FAS Service Delivery—
Policy and Strategy

FAS Delivery Analysis
and Corporate

AS Marketing
and Communication

AS Service Delivery—
Policy

All SES officers in
the core department

AS Corporate

Manager,
Corporate Operations

Agency Security Adviser

AS Service Delivery—Policy

IT Security Adviser

Director, People Strategies
Secretariat:
Executive Officer

Secretariat:
People Strategies

Secretariat:
Delivery Strategy
and Coordination

Secretariat:
Agency Security
Adviser DHS

AS = Assistant Secretary, FAS = First Assistant Secretary, IT = Information Technology, SES = Senior Executive Service
a Meets weekly
b Meets quarterly
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Internal scrutiny
The department has undertaken a range of activities designed to establish appropriate internal
scrutiny mechanisms. In line with the governance framework, management committees have met
to further appropriate activities. Under the aegis of the Audit Committee, Chief Executive’s
Instructions, Financial Delegations and an interim Fraud Control Plan have been developed and
approved by the Secretary. In addition, the Audit Committee has arranged for risk assessment
exercises to be conducted for the core department, CSA and CRS Australia. The Security
Committee has had carriage of the development and monitoring of a departmental Protective
Security Plan and has approved a core department staff security awareness program.

External scrutiny
DHS was established in October 2004. Apart from the audit of Financial Statements, there was
no ANAO scrutiny of the core department in the reporting year. However, its progress has been
the subject of considerable interest and attention, reinforcing the need for the highest standards.

Our people
Human resources management
An extensive amount of work has been undertaken since October 2004 to establish the people
management frameworks required to support staff in their employment and human resources
management.
The process of drawing on people from a range of agencies, including those within the
department, provided a rich environment of talent, enthusiasm and experience during 2004–05.
In many cases, staff worked on a secondment basis in the core department for up to three
months before returning to their home agencies. From February 2005, a concerted recruitment
effort increased the number of permanent staff, supplemented by the ongoing use of expertise
and knowledge through secondments.
The human resources principles and policies for the department were developed in conjunction
with an internal working group and endorsed by the People and Leadership Committee.
In 2005–06, we will introduce regular workforce planning and capability development plans
based on organisational requirements as well as individual development plans.
Staffing
At 30 June 2005, 37 staff members were employed by the department under the Public Service
Act 1999. That total staffing figure included all ongoing and non-ongoing employees. If all
secondees were included (including those from the HIC), the total staffing figure would be 54.
Women made up 55 per cent of the total staffing complement, 55 per cent of the Senior
Executive Service, 55 per cent of Executive Level positions, and 57 per cent of APS Level
positions. The position of Secretary was occupied by a woman.
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Remuneration
Our remuneration arrangements are based on the principles that remuneration must be:


fair and competitive



sufficiently flexible to reflect the particular skills, experience and work responsibilities
of individual employees



designed to recompense employees reasonably and appropriately for their performance
and contribution to the department



designed to achieve improved efficiency by reducing administrative complexity, with an
associated reduction in cost, through simplifying the rules governing employment.

Salary ranges for the core department’s employees are provided in Appendix 1.
Australian Workplace Agreements
All permanent staff of the core department are covered by Australian Workplace Agreements
(AWAs). Staff on secondment remain covered by a diverse range of employment conditions,
including certified agreements and AWAs.
Performance pay
All staff who are on AWAs are eligible for performance bonuses. Staff were assessed for
bonuses at 30 June 2005 and the first bonuses will be paid in the 2005–06 financial year.
Performance Management Scheme
All staff have performance agreements, including learning and development plans, in place for
2005–06 based on the Performance Management Scheme introduced in May 2005. The
Performance Management Scheme, in combination with the department’s AWAs, creates the
framework for assessment and payment of performance bonuses.
The Performance Management Scheme is based extensively on the Integrated Leadership
System recently developed by the Australian Public Service Commission. The range of tools,
support materials and research-based evidence available in the Integrated Leadership System
provides an ideal base from which to develop performance agreements and related learning and
development plans.
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Enhancing performance
In 2004–05, the core department followed an ambitious strategy of engaging with staff on
development needs and provided:


a challenging and invigorating work environment. The nature of the work meant that all staff
were challenged, therefore appropriate supervision was a high priority, as was working in
teams and a willingness to try new approaches



a lunchtime seminar series



a training session for all staff on writing in plain English



opportunities to participate in taskforces and interdepartmental committees, and to attend
day conferences and seminars.

During 2005–06, the department will prepare workforce and capability plans to ensure that we
are developing organisational and individual capability. We will continue to support initiatives
such as career development assessment centres, the Australia and New Zealand School of
Government programs, and the service-wide Indigenous Graduate Recruitment initiative
for 2006.
A number of internally conducted programs will continue to address staff learning as well as
staff’s induction and orientation needs.
Occupational health and safety
As part of the commitment to a full suite of human resources principles and policies, we
developed a comprehensive Occupational Health and Safety Manual. The occupational health
and safety focus in 2004–05 was on the physical work environment, with staff moving offices
three times during this period.
A Health Week was held in May 2005, with a theme of ‘healthy body, healthy mind and healthy
organisation’. The healthy body theme was addressed when 38 staff participated in health
assessments, 20 attended a seminar by the National Heart Foundation, and 13 received flu
vaccinations. The healthy mind was addressed by launching the monthly lunchtime seminar
series and a presentation from the department’s employee assistance program provider. The
healthy organisation was achieved through group walks, a shared morning tea and the launch
of the suite of human resources principles and policies.
People strategies 2005–06
The next year will be one of consolidation, growth and support for the people strategies put
in place in 2004–05. We will focus on developing capability for the department and staff, and
embedding systems and processes.
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Resource management
Financial management
The financial management of the department’s budget is dictated both by its responsibilities and
by its resource structure. The department has a range of responsibilities under the Financial
Management and Accountability Act 1997, the Public Service Act 1999, and a range of
ministerial, parliamentary and financial reporting requirements.
In 2004–05, the department established and implemented systems to ensure that it met its
obligations for known tasks, including monthly whole-of-government reporting, tax compliance
reporting, budgeting, and preparing financial statements. The department also established Chief
Executive’s Instructions, Financial Delegations and an audit committee. The department worked
with the Australian National Audit Office, which undertook its first audit of the financial
statements in July 2005.
Consultants and competitive tendering and contracting
Use of consultants and services contractors
The policies and procedures for selecting consultants are set out in the core department’s Chief
Executive’s Instructions. Those instructions are based on the Commonwealth Procurement
Guidelines issued by the Department of Finance and Administration (last updated
in January 2005). The core department seeks value for money in all purchases of services.
During 2004–05, the core department entered into nine new consultancy contracts. Total actual
expenditure on those contracts was $446,624 (all expenditure reported is inclusive of GST). No
ongoing consultancy contracts were active prior to 2004–05. The core department engaged
consultants to carry out work that required skills that were not available in house or that required
an independent and impartial view from outside the core department.
Table 5 shows the core department’s total expenditure for all consultancy services in 2004–05.
Larger consultancy contracts (those to the value of $10,000 or more) are detailed in Appendix 4.

Table 5

Core department—total expenditure on new and existing consultancies

Area utilising consultancy services

Consultancies let

Total expenditure ($)

Service delivery

6

Corporate

3

413,047
33,577

Total

9

446,624
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Competitive tendering and contracting
In 2004–05, the core department let no contracts within the definition of competitive tendering
and contracting.
Exempt contracts
No contracts were exempted by the Secretary from publication in AusTender.
Purchasing
The policies and procedures for selecting and approving expenditure are set out in the core
department’s Chief Executive’s Instructions and Financial Delegations.
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Figure 6 Child Support Agency organisation chart at 30 June 2005
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Highlights


In 2004–05, almost 1.2 million children benefited from the transfer of $2.4 billion in child
support payments.



To date, $51.5 million of outstanding child support debt has been collected through a
targeted compliance initiative that commenced on 1 July 2003. This initiative is expected
to collect an additional $130 million over four years.



Initiatives to support separated parents included the What about me?—Taking care of
yourself booklet, an interactive CD-ROM titled Dealing with Separation and an internet,
telephone and face-to-face support service.



Improvements in customer service resulted from establishing a new telephone transfer
service for mutual clients of the Child Support Agency (CSA) and Centrelink and a new
real-time client feedback mechanism—Clients Having a Say.



CSA’s new General Manager, Matt Miller, was appointed in March 2005. As a first step in
an overall improvement agenda, Matt is refocusing CSA in the areas of customer service
and stakeholder engagement.



CSA launched an environmental management strategy on World Environment Day
to minimise and reduce the impact of our activities on the environment.



CSA actively participated in the Department of Human Services’s establishment of the local
liaison officer network, which improves the service we provide to members of parliament and
their constituents.



The Department of Finance and Administration recognised further reductions in the cost of
providing an effective and efficient Child Support Scheme with a new funding agreement.



Our Staying Connected employer-based program was awarded gold in the 2004 Prime
Minister’s Awards for Excellence in Public Sector Management.



Our culture of continuous improvement and our robust business processes were recognised
with a bronze award in the 2005 Australian Business Excellence Awards. This is the highest
level of award ever achieved by a Commonwealth agency.

Despite these achievements, CSA recognises the need to significantly improve in a broad range
of areas. Our focus on our change agenda has been assisted by our joining other Human
Services delivery agencies in October 2004.
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General Manager’s review
This year has been a time of significant change and further
achievement for CSA. I am proud to be joining an organisation
that plays such a key role in assisting the wellbeing of children.
I wish to acknowledge the very significant contribution of my
predecessor, Catherine Argall, in leading CSA to achieve a Bronze
Award at the 2005 Australian Business Excellence Awards. CSA
is the first Australian Government Agency to achieve this level.
In the coming year, I am looking forward to working with the team
of highly committed staff at CSA, with our government colleagues
in other agencies and with our partners outside government to
further improve the services we deliver to Australia’s children.
CSA’s positioning within the new Department of Human Services (DHS) provides us with new
opportunities for more effective collaboration in service delivery to the Australian community.

Improving our service
CSA improved its business results in 2004–05: the rate of transferral of child support payments
within Australia continued to rise, with 96 per cent of all liabilities collected, showing an
improvement compared to 95.4 per cent in 2003–04. In total, parents paid $2.4 billion in child
support payments. Consistent with the thrust of our business strategy, more parents than ever
(52.4 per cent of all cases) now pay their child support directly to each other. Of concern,
however, is the rise in unpaid child support among our international clients. This will be an area
of focus in the coming year.
Consistent with the underpinning rationale behind the establishment of DHS, CSA began a
program of improving service for clients common to Centrelink and CSA. Now, when clients of
either organisation need information about their entitlements from the other agency, they can
have a phone conversation with both agencies simultaneously. We also worked closely with
DHS to realise synergies from joint initiatives and procurement, as well as providing an
integrated service delivery perspective on the implementation of the Attorney-General’s
proposed Family Relationship Centres.
Our e-business pilot was successful. We will extend this in 2005–06 so that parents will be able
to register, access statements and letters, and change their addresses and other details online.
During the year, we embedded our innovative client satisfaction survey, Clients Having a Say,
throughout the agency. This measure gives us an ongoing, real-time measure of our clients’
satisfaction, in terms of our charter commitments, with the service that we provide. The monthby-month results provide a great input to development and improvement.
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Working in partnership to support separated parents
In November, our innovative workplace program Staying Connected won the prestigious gold
award at the Prime Minister’s Awards for Excellence in Public Sector Management. Staying
Connected is a three-hour educative program delivered to fathers in the workplace, developed
through a partnership between CSA, Interrelate (a community counselling organisation) and
major employers. The program was independently evaluated three months later, with some
outstanding results:


58 per cent average increase in commitment to having a business-like relationship
with the other parent



28 per cent average increase in commitment to being an effective father



30 per cent average increase in ability to cope



35 per cent average improvement in ability to concentrate on the job.

New versions of the Staying Connected program have been developed for unemployed parents
and for parents using children’s contact centres.
The third booklet in our ‘Me and My’ series, What about me?—Taking care of yourself, was
launched in October. It continues our focus on providing practical, easy-to-read information on
issues that separated parents say are important to them. A CD-ROM, Dealing with Separation,
presents the information from the booklets in an interactive format. Feedback from clients on the
usefulness of both these products has been outstanding.
The Newly Separated Unemployed Parents project has continued, with the development of the
Being Connected telephone and group program. The project aims to help recently separated
parents who are not living with their children and who are receiving Newstart Allowance to
improve their parenting and relationship skills. It also aims to increase their motivation to return to
work. In the first six months of 2005, more than 1,000 people accessed the telephone service,
with CSA ‘hot linking’ (providing a three-way telephone service) for 60–100 clients a week.
The challenge in 2005–06 will be to get the right information and support to every separated
parent in Australia and to work more closely with our other key stakeholders. This will help us
improve our services to parents—a focus for the coming year.

Ensuring system integrity
The CSA Business Strategy promotes voluntary compliance wherever possible. However,
for those who choose to ignore or try to avoid their responsibilities to support their children,
CSA has a suite of interventions to help ensure compliance.
During 2004–05, CSA undertook various compliance initiatives to ensure the integrity of the
child support system and to maintain public confidence in it. These included the ongoing
Intensive Debt Collection (IDC) initiative and a new, more direct approach to collections
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throughout CSA. The IDC initiative collected an additional $51.5 million in child support and
contacted more than 30,000 clients who have child support debts.
CSA also had success with the Late Payment Penalty Offer, which allows clients who pay their
debts an opportunity to have the late-payment penalties cancelled. Departure Prohibition Orders
have also been effective in enabling CSA to resolve outstanding child support payment issues
with clients.
Through these activities, CSA reduced its domestic child support debt from $749.5 million to
$738.7 million during this year.
The 2004–05 financial year was also a year of development for CSA’s international stream,
as country-based segmentation evolved—the New Zealand team and other country-based
cells were incorporated within both Australian and international collection and enforcement
teams. These initiatives will enable more specialised services to be developed to assist
international clients.
In a significant initiative to support the Australia–New Zealand Reciprocal Agreement,
information on 3,400 cases was transmitted between the two countries. This resulted in
$22 million in child support arrears being sent to Australia for registration and collection.
The active international case load grew during 2004–05 by 3,502 cases (20 per cent) to 20,992.
This follows previously high annual case load growth and reflects the impacts of globalisation,
the increased utilisation of international child support arrangements and improved service
relationships between central authorities.
CSA collected and transferred $4.8 million in child support to New Zealand parents and children
during 2004–05. A further $3.8 million was collected and transferred to parents across the rest
of the world. Despite these achievements, the debt from international cases continues to rise.

Supporting our people
A key focus in 2004–05 has been the development of the Human Resources Strategic Plan, to
guide our work over the next three years. This plan identifies our key priorities and strategies
across nine human resources areas. These will be our key areas for action in coming years.
We negotiated a new agency certified agreement that achieved overwhelming support from staff.
The agreement focuses on balancing our organisational performance with the wellbeing of our
people and relies on effective communication and information-sharing strategies for successful
achievement of CSA goals and commitments. It also provides the opportunity for better job
satisfaction for individual employees.
A focus of our learning and development in 2004–05 was creating improved understanding of
the roles and responsibilities of leaders. Customer contact skills and techniques for making
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skilled referrals were key learning areas across the organisation. The feedback and actionplanning process following from the new staff survey, My Say in CSA, will provide a great
platform for improving the issues that really matter to staff at the team level. Implementation of
strategies to better manage unplanned leave will be a focus for the coming year.

Into the future
With CSA’s sound history of achievement as a foundation, we now have an opportunity for a
new beginning. In 2005–06, CSA will embark on a new phase in its development—a reform
agenda to improve our customer service and focus and develop stronger, more effective
relationships with our key partners and stakeholders. A key theme will be a greater emphasis
on being more proactive and connected in government. Specifically, we will:


work across agencies to advise government on the implementation of the Parkinson
Taskforce report In the Best Interests of Children—Reforming the Child Support Scheme



build better partnerships with stakeholders to ensure that CSA provides the very best
possible service to Australian families and their children



implement a proactive communications strategy, including more active engagement with the
media and other stakeholders



deliver more efficient and effective service delivery through continued collaboration with the
Department of Human Services



introduce further innovation in our service delivery, including better targeting of services to
meet the differing needs of parents and new ways to help parents support their children



improve support for our clients, such as a national service that will enable CSA to link
distressed clients by phone to skilled counsellors from crisis support services



work collaboratively across government to support the implementation of the proposed
changes to the Family Law Act 1975, including the introduction of Family Relationship
Centres



more actively engage with parents to ensure that their feedback leads to improved
service delivery



renew our focus on CSA’s people and organisational capabilities to ensure that we attract,
develop and retain the highly capable people we need, both now and into the future, and that
we have the capability to effectively support service delivery.

The next two years provides us with a unique opportunity to take CSA performance and the
effectiveness of the child support system in Australia to new, exciting levels. The challenge for us
is to grasp the opportunity and deliver even better services to the Australian community.
Matt Miller
General Manager
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Description
CSA is responsible for the delivery of child support assessment, registration, collection and
disbursement services that facilitate the transfer of child support payments between separated
parents for the support of their children.

Performance
Outcome
Effective and efficient delivery of social and health-related services,
including financial assistance, to the Australian community
Output 2—Child Support Agency
Delivery of child support assessment, registration, collection
and disbursement services
CSA’s performance is measured on the cost, effectiveness and price of its outputs (see Table 6).
Detailed reports on CSA’s performance against each of those measures follow.
Figure 7 sets out the movement in the child support collection rate associated with CSA Collect
domestic cases since 2002–03.
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Table 6

CSA—performance measures

Measure

Target

Performance

Quantity

In 2004–05, CSA expected to handle cases
involving 1.4 million parents.

At any time during 2004–05, CSA was handling
approximately 770,000 cases, involving
1.2 million children and 1.4 million parents.

Adequacy

In 2004–05, CSA expected to facilitate the
transfer of $2.4 billion in child support between
parents.

In 2004–05, CSA facilitated the transfer of
$2.38 billion in child support between parents.
This included $1.513 billion in child support
payments transferred directly, and $866 million
in child support liabilities collected by CSA.

Independence

CSA aimed to meet specific targets as follows:

Effectiveness

Cost

Price

• child support transfer rate (CSA Collect and
Private Collect) estimated to be 95%

At the end of 2004–05, 95.4% of child support
liabilities raised since the Child Support Scheme
began (1988) had been credited.

• percentage of Private Collect cases to total
cases (CSA Collect and Private Collect
cases) estimated to be 52.5%.

At the end of 2004–05, 52.2% of total child
support cases were managed using Private
Collect arrangements. At the same point 53.0%
of domestic cases were Private Collect.

Cost per case (estimate $346)

$346

Cost per dollar transferred (estimate 12 cents)

11.7 centsa

$274.7 million full year estimate

$274.7 million (appropriation)
$277.9 million (actual expenditure)

a Cost is calculated by dividing the actual expenditure for 2004–05 by the total child support credits for 2004–05

Figure 7 Child support collection—total credits applied to total liabilities
(CSA Collect domestic cases), 2002–03 to 2004–05
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Service delivery
In its 2004–05 business plan, CSA identified a number of challenges, strategies and objectives.
The Child Support Agency Business Plan 2004–2005 provides more detail and is available on
the CSA website, www.csa.gov.au. The challenges referred to in this section are those outlined
in the business plan—they provide a framework for reporting aspects of CSA performance.
Role
CSA administers the Child Support Scheme, facilitating the assessment, payment and transfer
of child support between parents. It helps parents meet their responsibility to continue
contributing to the financial support of their children after separation. CSA is a semi-autonomous
unit within the Department of Human Services (DHS) and is the service delivery agency for the
Department of Family and Community Services Output Group 4.2.
Challenge 1: Influence a whole-of-government approach
As a key player in the family law system, CSA works with other relevant government agencies
to ensure that children in separated families are adequately provided for by their parents. This
collaborative approach focuses on promoting parents’ understanding of the system, focuses
their attention on the needs of their children and builds on opportunities to encourage their
access to the wide range of services available to them. This approach helps to address the many
issues facing separated parents, which in turn increases their ability to meet their child support
responsibilities.
Strategy: Contribute to the development and implementation of the government response and
policy decisions relating to the recommendations of the Ministerial Taskforce on Child Support
CSA worked closely with colleagues in DHS and Centrelink in contributing to the Ministerial
Taskforce on Child Support. Data, papers and briefings were provided to the taskforce.
Strategy: Contribute to the development of a submission on the government’s family law reforms
CSA and Centrelink worked with DHS to finalise a joint submission on the proposed Family
Relationship Centres, under which CSA would provide services and information to parents
visiting the centres.
Strategy: Enhance CSA’s stakeholder management
CSA recognises the importance of effectively engaging key client representative groups and has
worked in partnership with them to promote greater understanding of the child support system
and to provide improved access to support services.
The Specialised Client Services group was established in 2004–05 in recognition of the need to
strengthen external relationships. This area will be a major focus in 2005–06.
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Strategy: Develop products to support separated parents in collaboration with other players in
the family law system
The ‘Me and My’ series of booklets is a collection of self-help books designed to assist parents
with their parenting and financial and emotional issues after separation. This series commenced
in 2003–04 as the result of a collaboration with CSA’s partners (both government and nongovernment) in the family law system. New titles released in 2004–05 were:


What about me?—Taking care of yourself, a booklet which deals with emotional issues
following separation



Dealing with Separation, an interactive multimedia CD-ROM that aims to help parents
navigate the complex issues of separation.

Challenge 2: Build a community focus
To build community understanding and support for separated parents, CSA works with key
stakeholders, community service providers and employers on a range of initiatives.
Strategy: Build collaborative relationships with key community service providers
Newly Separated Unemployed Parents
The Newly Separated Unemployed Parents initiative continued to focus on the development and
delivery of community programs and specific products and services, including the national rollout
of a telephone support service for newly separated unemployed parents.
Since the initiative commenced in November 2004, 10,000 clients have received information
tailored to their needs, more than 1,000 clients have used the telephone service, and more than
150 clients have attended face-to-face support programs.
Staying Connected workplace program
During 2004–05, CSA continued to present the acclaimed Staying Connected program, which
is a half-day workplace program to help fathers deal with separation. The program’s outcomes
have exceeded expectations, attracting national and international interest and recognition.
Direct Telephone Support Service
The Direct Telephone Support Service (DTSS) provides support services to newly separated
parents and other parents identified as being at risk. Staffed by professional telephone
counsellors and psychologists, it allows separated parents to be transferred directly to the
provider by CSA staff in a three-way hook-up. The DTSS provider gives the parents counselling
support, education, information and targeted referrals to other community-based services,
including a peer education service.
The DTSS pilot operated from May 2003 to June 2005 in Queensland, with over 6,400 clients
accessing the service (5,700 as new client proactive referrals and 700 as priority referrals for
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clients at risk). An additional 51,000 clients were offered the service during and after the
registration process. A national referral model, based on the priority referral model in
Queensland, is to be implemented in 2005–06.
Challenge 3: Encourage and support parental responsibility
CSA aims to increase parents’ independence and self-reliance in managing their child support
responsibilities. To achieve this, CSA seeks to understand parents and their specific needs in
order to offer them appropriate products and services following separation.
Strategy: Increase voluntary payment of child support and, where appropriate, enforce payment,
through better targeted services
Increase Private Collect rate
CSA is committed to encouraging and supporting parents to manage their child support
responsibilities independently, using Private Collect arrangements. Success in this area has
continued, with 52.2 per cent of cases registered with CSA transferring their child support
privately by the end of 2004–05. This is an increase from 51.8 per cent in 2003–04. A summary
of movements in the Private Collect rate is set out in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Child support collection—Private Collect cases as a percentage of total
cases, 2002–03 to 2004–05
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National collection strategy
During the 2004–05 financial year, CSA successfully reduced Australian-sourced maintenance
debt by almost $14 million, building upon similar results in 2003–04.
CSA has also successfully collected an additional $51.5 million in child support (since
30 June 2003) as a result of additional resources provided through the IDC budget initiative to
target ‘hard debt’. Practices developed through the IDC initiative have also been extended to
other parts of CSA, contributing to improved overall performance in the collection of debt.
Client segmentation model
The segmentation of CSA clients according to a range of factors, including case type, tax return
lodgment status and income source, continued throughout 2004–05. Changes in CSA’s
information technology system provided compliance and assessment values for every active
client and allowed work to be allocated according to client segments to maximise the efficiency
and effectiveness of outcomes. A pilot which better aligns staff capability with client segments
commenced in our Adelaide office in 2004–05.
Change of assessment
CSA parents with special circumstances can apply to have their child support assessments
varied from the regular formula assessment using the change of assessment process. In
2004–05, CSA finalised 25,935 applications for a change of assessment.
Of the applications, 55 per cent resulted in varied assessments while 22 per cent resulted in no
change, with the balance being withdrawn, incomplete or ineligible. Payers made 52 per cent of
all applications and payees made 47 per cent.
The Child Support Registrar generated the remaining 1 per cent of applications. The registrar
can initiate a change of assessment where it is suspected that the non-resident parent may be
minimising their child support income. In 2004–05, the registrar initiated 393 such applications,
of which 91 per cent resulted in varied assessments.
Challenge 4: Streamline agency service delivery
CSA is working to deliver services as efficiently, effectively and innovatively as possible in an
environment of increasing parent numbers and community expectations. To achieve this, the
agency is actively managing and further developing a range of parent contact channels, with a
particular focus on electronic service delivery. In addition, CSA is working closely with other
agencies in Human Services to share best practice and to improve the service provided to CSA
parents and achieve better child support outcomes generally.
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Strategy: Optimise cost-effective service delivery
Integrated service delivery model
CSA’s approach to helping clients meet their child support responsibilities is set out through
the integrated service delivery model (see Figure 9). The model separates clients into key
management streams, with each stream having a different combination of services, work
practices and resourcing aimed at most efficiently and effectively meeting the needs of clients
and achieving child support outcomes.
The New Clients stream seeks to enable newly separated parents to make sustainable child
support arrangements by providing appropriate options, proactive support and quality referrals.
Each client is consistently assisted by the same client service officer during the time that they are
managed by the New Clients stream.
The Collection Support stream provides ongoing support for the changing needs of separated
parents who generally meet their child support responsibilities. This ensures regular, reliable
child support for children. Each client is consistently assisted by the same client service officer
during the time that it takes to resolve any particular issue. Once the issue has been resolved,
any subsequent inquiries will be directed to the first available client service officer.
The Debt Management Services stream provides intensive case management to collect
outstanding child support from parents who are unwilling to pay their child support voluntarily.
Each client is consistently assisted by the same client service officer during the time that they are
managed by the Debt Management Services stream.
The International stream supports separated parents in cases where one parent
resides overseas.
The channels through which CSA provides services are shown to the left of the pyramid in
Figure 9, demonstrating the telephone as the channel of greatest demand, with an increasing
trend towards electronic service delivery.
The business management framework underpins the CSA client service delivery model, ensuring
that all activities and infrastructure are directed towards fulfilling CSA’s strategic intent and
providing linkages to CSA’s quality improvement and governance focus (the cycle around the
pyramid in Figure 9).
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Figure 9 CSA service delivery model
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Electronic service delivery
CSA continued to develop and implement electronic service delivery and payment products in
response to identified current and future client needs and other business considerations.
Highlights were the piloting of online statements for clients and online reconciliation for
employers, and the launch of new client payment channels.
Challenge 5: Increase organisational capability and productiveness
CSA strives to ensure that its people have the capability, commitment and resources to deliver
appropriate child support outcomes by focusing on:


continually improving the skills and leadership capabilities of its people



developing and maintaining systems and tools to support staff to deliver high-quality service
to parents



reviewing sourcing arrangements to ensure that CSA’s personnel, human resources and
technological infrastructure supports are the best they can be—since moving to DHS, CSA
has made considerable savings in this area.

Strategy: Enhance our staff capability
Learning and development
All CSA’s learning products have been consolidated into a national learning curriculum. These
products are accessible via a multi-environment training database on CSA’s intranet.
In addition, an orientation package for Customer Service Officer Level 4 (CSO4) staff has been
completed and is available for newly advanced CSO4s and for CSO3s who are ready for
advancement.
Entry-level training modules have also been modified to include information about how to use
interpreters and communicate with clients from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds.
Agency agreement
In March 2005, the CSA Certified Agreement 2005–2007, Balancing Performance and
Wellbeing, was certified.
The focus of the agreement is on effective and accountable decision making. The agreement
also contains strong, measurable links between productivity, people management and pay
outcomes.
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Challenge 6: Guarantee transparent and accountable service
CSA is responsible for providing a transparent and accountable service to the Australian
community. The agency continually refines its performance framework to ensure a balanced view
of how it is performing.
Strategy: Achieve a more balanced view of our performance
Parent feedback
CSA’s Clients Having a Say (CHAS) system provides ‘real-time’ parent satisfaction information
and feedback through an interactive voice-recording system. Under CHAS, parents are
randomly selected to volunteer feedback to an automated survey system at the completion of
their call to a CSA client service officer. The questions relate directly to the commitments made
to parents in the CSA Client Charter. Responses are used to promote further improvements in
the agency.
Results are provided to CSA monthly, and since July 2004 there has been an overall
improvement in the levels of client satisfaction. Results for all charter elements for the year were
above 75 per cent. In general, clients from the New Clients stream were more satisfied than
clients from the other streams. With 25 per cent of clients not satisfied, CSA has plenty of room
for improvement and will continue to develop strategies in this important area.
Gathering feedback on a monthly basis has allowed CSA to look at the results and match these
with workload cycles, external influences and other factors which may have an impact on client
satisfaction. By doing this, CSA has also been able to better understand the results, identifying
trends and movements which can be associated with initiatives being undertaken.
Professionalism Survey
The Professionalism Survey has been conducted in CSA since May 1998, measuring the
professionalism of the agency against 20 defining attributes. The 2005 results have maintained
the good gains made in 2004, with an overall rating of 3.8 out of 5. This exceeded the target of
3.7 out of 5.
Objections
Under the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989 and the Child Support (Registration and
Collection) Act 1988, parents can object to most decisions that CSA makes. In 2004–05, CSA
received 21,877 objections and finalised 19,508. Of all finalised objections, 44.6 per cent were
disallowed or partially disallowed, 17.1 per cent were upheld, and 38.3 per cent were withdrawn
or invalid.
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Management and accountability
Corporate governance
This section reports on aspects of CSA’s corporate governance that differ from, or function in
addition to, the whole-of-department measures described in ‘The department’.
Committees
CSA has a number of committees which meet regularly to discuss the ongoing needs and
development of the agency.
National Executive
The National Executive consists of the CSA General Manager, all CSA assistant general
managers and all regional registrars. This group meets six-weekly to develop CSA’s strategic
direction, review performance and determine priorities for the future.
National Operations Executive Group
The National Operations Executive Group, chaired by the Assistant General Manager Business
Strategy, consists of the stream mentors for New Clients, Collections Support, Debt
Management Services, and International and Specialised Client Services. The group meets
to discuss and determine stream strategies to ensure that they are consistent with the goals
of CSA.
Risk Management Committee
The Risk Management Committee currently has four permanent members. Membership is
determined by CSA’s General Manager. In addition, there are four expert advisers who support
the permanent members in assessing risk within CSA. The committee provides independent
assurance and assistance to the General Manager (and the CSA Executive) on CSA’s risk
control and compliance framework, and its external accountability responsibilities.
Finance Steering Committee
The Finance Steering Committee is made up of the CSA General Manager, Assistant General
Manager Corporate Governance, Assistant General Manager Business Strategy, Assistant
General Manager Information Systems Support Branch and a regional registrar. The role of the
Finance Steering Committee is to examine CSA’s monthly financial performance, oversee the
budget review process and determine budget allocations for the coming year. In addition, it
oversees the financing of significant current projects, compliance with the pricing agreement,
the accommodation strategy and significant financial transactions that are not part of normal
CSA business.
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Information Technology and Communications Committee
The Information Technology and Communications (ITC) Committee is made up of the CSA
General Manager, Assistant General Manager Information Systems Support Branch, Assistant
General Manager Business Strategy, Assistant General Manager Corporate Governance and a
regional registrar. The committee considers and approves the ITC Strategic Plan, major
information technology business and infrastructure projects and the ITC Sourcing Strategy, and
oversees the implementation of those activities. The committee also manages the alignment of
the strategic, business and ITC plans.
Governance and operations meetings
CSA conducts monthly governance and operations meetings between the Assistant General
Manager Corporate Governance and regional registrars. The meetings review the performance
of each region in terms of financial management, operational service delivery, client satisfaction,
staff suggestions for improvement and human resources management. The meetings provide an
opportunity for regional registrars and the Assistant General Manager Corporate Governance to
identify any gaps in performance and develop ways to address them.
National Occupational Health and Safety Committee
The National Occupational Health and Safety committee is made up of three senior managers
and three union officials, one of whom is the national Community and Public Sector Union
organiser. It is chaired by the Assistant General Manager Corporate Governance. The
committee is the primary advisory body for occupational health and safety in CSA.

Internal scrutiny
Internal audits
Each financial year, CSA undertakes a planned series of quality audits. In 2004–05, CSA
audited payment arrangements; changes of assessment; delegations and authorisations; and
records management. Other audits commenced but not concluded in the financial year were
audits of processes under the following procedural instructions: First-time Defaulter—Initial
Payment Defaulter, Stage 2 Registrations and Discharge of Arrears. Audit recommendations are
tracked to ensure that improvement strategies are implemented.
Risk management
CSA continues to work towards integrating risk identification and management into all aspects
of its business. With the creation of the Department of Human Services, CSA commenced a
review of its approach to risk management to ensure that it continues to have appropriate
management arrangements in place.
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Protective security and fraud prevention
CSA’s fraud investigation and control services are provided by the Australian Taxation Office
(ATO). Through the ATO, CSA ensures that appropriate fraud investigation and prevention
processes are applied, and that fraud data is collected and reported annually.
In 2004–05, CSA commissioned an independent review of its security and fraud services.
While no major control weaknesses or material risks were identified by the review, it did
identify a range of opportunities to improve services, including:


increasing senior staffing to facilitate a more strategic approach to security provision and
fraud control



establishing regional security managers who can provide an improved local security and
fraud service in CSA’s regions



implementing a central information management system on official conduct cases



upgrading risk assessment methodologies for security provision and fraud control.

Since the review, an independent company has been working with CSA staff to review and
update CSA’s Agency Security Plan, the revised version of which is expected to be endorsed
within the next few months.
In the context of expecting to disengage its fraud investigation services from the ATO, CSA
reviewed progress on the implementation of its Fraud Control Plan, and will shortly commence
to upgrade this plan, consistent with the Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines.
Planning has commenced to identify alternative options for the supply of fraud investigation
services after disengagement from the ATO.

External scrutiny
Privacy
CSA has a strong commitment to protecting its clients’ privacy, and privacy issues are
covered in staff induction and other training programs. With the support of a national network
of CSA privacy officers, the organisation resolves most privacy concerns and potential privacy
breaches internally.
The Office of the Privacy Commissioner (OPC) encourages complainants to attempt to resolve
their issue with CSA before making a formal complaint. In 2004–05, CSA agreed to accept early
referral of formal complaints made to the OPC, prior to the OPC initiating investigations. This
process was established because the OPC had a backlog of complaints due to recent changes
to privacy legislation that widened its jurisdiction to include the private sector.
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At the beginning of the reporting period, the OPC was formally investigating two CSA-related
matters. During the year, it began three new investigations and finalised three. In two finalised
matters, CSA agreed that it had breached the Privacy Act 1988. One matter was resolved with
the payment of $250 compensation. The OPC found that CSA had dealt adequately with the
other matter. CSA also accepted early referral of seven new matters and finalised six.
Customer compensation and waiver of debt
In 2004–05, CSA finalised 81 claims for compensation and made 18 offers for compensation,
12 of which were accepted. It paid total compensation of $17,271, made up of $16,757 in
payments under the Compensation for Detriment Due to Defective Administration Scheme
($29,825 was paid in 2003–04), and $514 in payments for legal liability ($560 in 2003–04).
During the year, we finalised 30 requests for waiver of debts. The Department of Finance and
Administration waived 22 of those debts, totalling $70,542 ($17,519 in 2003–04). CSA has
experienced a steady increase in the number of waiver requests received from clients over the
past three years.
One act of grace payment, for a total of $519, was made during the reporting year.
Complaints to the Ombudsman
The Ombudsman received 2,105 complaints about CSA in 2004–05, showing a slight increase
compared with 1,951 in the previous year. However, the number of instances in which the
Ombudsman identified an agency defect decreased from 164 in 2003–04 to 130 in 2004–05.
It should be noted that in the 2003–04 annual report of the Department of Family and
Community Services, in which CSA reported last year, it was incorrectly stated that the
Ombudsman received 2,311 complaints about CSA in 2003–04. The figure of 2,311 related to
the number of matters finalised by the Ombudsman during 2003–04, rather than the number of
complaints received in that year.
CSA’s complaints service continued to be an effective mechanism for resolving parents’
concerns. In 2004–05, the Ombudsman referred a significant proportion of the complaints made
about the organisation back to our complaints service without investigating them. CSA draws
valuable lessons from issues raised through the Ombudsman, and uses the lessons to improve
the quality of its service.
Australian National Audit Office activity
In 2004–05, we participated in a number of audits by the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO).
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ANAO Performance Audit Report No. 26 2004–05,
Measuring the Efficiency and Effectiveness of E-Government
This audit was designed to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the methods used by
selected agencies to deliver services through the internet, and to evaluate the adequacy of these
methods. The ANAO also identified better practices, lessons learned and opportunities for
improvements.
The audit found that all selected agencies had allocated responsibility for the management of
agency websites and online services, and had set out their approach for using the internet. It
considered that the agencies’ arrangements for more coherent website management were
assisting the more efficient operation of their websites.
ANAO Protective Security Audit Report No. 41 2004–05,
Administration of Security Incidents, including the Conduct of Security Investigations
The objective of this audit was to evaluate the policies and practices of selected Australian
Government entities to determine whether they had established robust arrangements for, and
maintained effective control over, the administration of security incidents and investigations.
Overall, the ANAO concluded that the audited entities had sound policies and practices in place
for these purposes. In particular, the audit found that most of the entities had established sound
processes for capturing and recording security incidents.
Audits in progress
Two ANAO cross-portfolio performance audits involving CSA were in progress at the end of the
financial year:


green office procurement



forms for individual service delivery.

Management of ethical standards
All CSA staff are trained to recognise and prevent fraud in the workplace. Online training in
fraud awareness and prevention has been developed for staff.
When people join CSA they are provided with the Australian Public Service (APS) Code of
Conduct and the CSA Client Charter. The values of the APS Code of Conduct and CSA’s core
values are built into our entry-level training program.
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Our people
Certified agreement
The Child Support Agency Certified Agreement 2005–2007, Balancing Performance and
Wellbeing, was certified on 16 March 2005. It has a nominal expiry date of 15 December 2007.
The certified agreement contains a commitment to review and streamline advancement within
CSA to ensure that it continues to meet current and future business needs.
The number of CSA staff employed under the certified agreement and their salary ranges are set
out in Appendix 1. The certified agreement offers the following non-salary benefits for
non–Senior Executive Service staff:


Flexbank (an arrangement for the accrual and storage of flex-time with a provision to convert
up to five days’ worth of accrued leave to cash)



flexible working arrangements, including regular part-time agreements, regular hours
agreements and flex-time



study support



Christmas–New Year closedown.

Australian Workplace Agreements
The use of Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs) in CSA was under review in 2004–05.
Currently, AWAs are offered to staff at SES and Executive Level 2 levels, with some employees
at lower classifications also offered AWAs in recognition of specialist skills and knowledge.
CSA aims to use AWAs to increase individual links to performance and pay outcomes and to
better tailor conditions to individual needs and circumstance. Those outcomes are currently
achieved through the remuneration structure and performance-linked bonus schemes.
The number of CSA staff covered by AWAs and their salary ranges are set out in Appendix 1.
The non-salary benefits available under CSA AWAs include:


for Senior Executive Service staff, home computing facilities and use of a vehicle



for Executive Level staff, reimbursement of health and fitness expenses and time off in lieu of
extra hours worked



for all staff, use of a mobile phone, airline club membership, flexible working arrangements
and Christmas–NewYear closedown.
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Performance pay
CSA reported 2003–04 performance pay in the Department of Family and Community Services
annual report.
Learning and development
Entry-level program
CSA’s six-week entry-level program (ELP) for new staff introduces them to CSA’s culture and
the range of work CSA does. The program is designed to give new recruits the skills they need
to complete between 70 per cent and 80 per cent of CSA’s collection support functions.
The ELP is delivered regularly during the year and across the country. CSA monitors course
effectiveness through facilitator and staff feedback. An email box allows staff to suggest
improvements and facilitators to comment on the success of their programs. This information
is reviewed by the National Human Resources Development Team.
Business coaching
Business coaching is a national program that supports the development of individual and
organisational capability. Business coaches attend formal and self-paced training courses and
provide one-on-one support to staff to improve their skills and performance. All CSA’s client
service officers have access to a business coach within their teams. Business coaching has
evolved to become standard practice in 2005, as regions assume greater responsibility for the
program’s health and success. As drivers of cultural change, the regions are responsible for the
sustainability and improvement of the coaching process.
Business coaching is evaluated continuously through the ‘Opportunity for Improvement’ scheme
and every two years through an internal audit. The next audit is due to occur in the 2005–06
financial year.
Leadership
In CSA we operate within a management environment structured around streams and regions.
In July 2004, CSA’s Executive determined the skills and capability requirements for leaders in
CSA, and introduced the Venues pilot scheme. The scheme seeks to establish a framework that
clearly outlines the roles of key decision-making forums and the skills, knowledge and
experience required of executives to effectively contribute to the leadership of the agency.
The Venues pilot began in the first quarter of 2004–05 across all business streams and regions.
Executive staff in more than a dozen venues were involved in the pilot during the year.
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Human resources strategic plan
The National Human Resources Strategic Plan 2004–2008 highlighted learning and
development as one of four priority areas for CSA. The plan, endorsed in February 2005,
outlines three key learning and development strategies:


implementation of a national competency-based curriculum to ensure that all our people
are able to deliver appropriate child support outcomes



development of career pathways for individuals



development of organisational capability at the leadership/management level, through
focusing on the capability requirements of people who work in all business areas
across CSA.

Corporate health
CSA has been running corporate health surveys and associated initiatives for five years. The
My Say at CSA national survey project, managed by the consultant provider Insight SRC and
launched in CSA in 2005, aims to introduce into the organisation a revised corporate health
index that focuses specifically on balancing performance and wellbeing. My Say at CSA differs
from previous CSA corporate health surveys, in that it will provide staff with results at the team
level. The purpose of the survey is to find out what staff members are experiencing in their
workplaces, and to better understand the issues that affect their wellbeing and performance
as members of teams. Understanding and better managing the work environment will reduce
unplanned leave and workers compensation costs.
National Consultative Forum
The National Consultative Forum, which consists of regional representatives directly elected by
staff, is a formal channel for consultation within CSA. The forum has been in place for several
years and continues to provide valuable input into a wide range of initiatives, including
negotiations for a new agency certified agreement. Elections were last conducted in April 2005.
Workplace diversity
The CSA Workplace Diversity Plan 2001–02 was developed in 2001. The plan consists of
overarching principles and strategies that guide relevant events, activities and day-to-day
operations to promote workplace diversity. The strategies outlined in the plan continued to be
implemented and evaluated through the various mechanisms and practices in CSA in 2004–05.
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Occupational health and safety
CSA’s occupational health and safety (OHS) operational plan forms part of the Human
Resources Strategic Plan 2004–08. The plan is designed to produce a safe and healthy CSA
workplace in which managers and employees recognise and acknowledge their respective roles
and responsibilities for OHS. CSA recognises OHS as an integral component of management
systems and daily work practices, and our OHS performance and outcomes achieve best
practice standards. CSA’s certified agreement links pay increases to reductions in the total time
lost due to workplace injury.
Workplace Inspection Teams
CSA has implemented a revised workplace inspection procedure using a quarterly report
checklist. The aim is early identification and management of health and safety hazards
underpinned by a proactive risk management process.
Case management model
In 2004–05 CSA conducted a review of future options for a case management model for injured
employees, involving consultations with other APS agencies and Comcare. The outcome of this
process was to implement an in-house case management model from 1 July 2005.
As part of the process of analysing the effectiveness of our current practices,
in September 2004, CSA engaged Comcare to undertake a Return to Work Management
Systems Assessment of CSA in order to:


provide us with an overview of the effectiveness of our return to work policy, procedures
and outcomes



provide a measure of our compliance with the rehabilitation provisions of the Safety,
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988



identify areas for further improvement.

CSA had implemented many of the recommended changes prior to the report being finalised.
All other recommendations have been noted, and will be implemented in the various
enhancements that will be introduced as part of the full implementation of the new in-house case
management model.
To build in greater regional accountability for driving positive OHS outcomes, 2004 saw the
introduction of a regional OHS reporting framework, providing more targeted reporting and
enabling improved management of OHS issues at a regional level.
The national OHS team coordinated high-cost claim reviews between Comcare and CSA
regions and developed strategies to manage the identified issues.
CSA had four reportable incidents during 2004–05.
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Internal communications
During 2004–05, the CSA intranet was redeveloped to be a more effective information delivery
system for staff. The overhaul was needed partly because of CSA’s gradual disengagement
from the ATO.
The new intranet (C3) is a ‘push–pull’ model, so staff receive the latest CSA news via headlines
as soon as they log on. This enables the instant dissemination of critical business news and
ensures that staff are aware of issues as they arise.
During the year, CSA’s national internal newsletter became fully electronic. The change from
print to screen is in line with CSA’s commitment to the principles of environmentally sustainable
development, and saves design, print and distribution costs. The newsletter is posted monthly
on the intranet and can be downloaded and printed if necessary.
In 2004–05 the key issues communicated to internal staff electronically were:


CSA’s move from the Department of Family and Community Services to the Department of
Human Services



the work of the Child Support Taskforce and the Reference Group



the gradual disengagement of our information technology systems from those of the ATO



the implications of the 2004–05 Budget for clients who pay or receive child support
payments.

Other methods of internal communications included:


the DHS newsletter (1+1 = 3), focusing on cross-agency achievements and the role of DHS



regional newsletters



communication representatives in each CSA site



all-staff automatic email lists



The Guide—an online legal resource to help staff make decisions on child support cases
(also available for parents on the CSA website)



the Community Services Directory—to help staff refer parents to appropriate community
services in the parents’ local area.
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Resource management
Financial management
CSA’s deficit for 2004–05 was $4.2 million, a $4 million increase on the 2003–04 deficit. This
increase in deficit resulted from the first-time inclusion of additional salary-related on-costs and
make-good on non-ATO buildings.
Expenses in 2004–05 amounted to $279 million, 8 per cent higher than the previous year’s
amount. CSA’s increased caseload was the major contributor to the additional expenditure.
At 30 June 2005, CSA held cash balances of $23.3 million. This contains appropriations
receivable of $20.3 million. This increase in cash balance is a result of the levels of non-cash
expenditure, such as depreciation and additional salary-related on-costs.
Administered appropriations
The total administered annual appropriation drawn down in 2004–05 was $3.2 million. Of this,
$0.6 million related to funding the Newly Separated Unemployed Parent initiative.
The total administered annual appropriation returned to the Official Public Account for 2004–05
was $2.3 million. Administered special appropriations drawn down in 2004–05 totalled
$62.9 million. CSA collected and returned $63.3 million in special appropriations for this period.
CSA provided $826.9 million in child support payments in 2004–05.
Use of consultants and services contractors
The policies and procedures for selecting consultants and approving expenditure to engage
them are set out in the Chief Executive’s Instructions and corporate guidelines.
During 2004–05, CSA engaged consultants to provide a range of services, including market
research, business modelling and human resources services. CSA entered into 29 new
consultancy contracts. This involved total actual expenditure of $860,357. In addition, 21
ongoing consultancy contracts were active during 2004–05. They involved total actual
expenditure of $3,157,796.
Larger consultancy contracts (those to the value of $10,000 or more) are detailed in Appendix 4.
Competitive tendering and contracting
CSA adheres to the Australian Government’s policy in seeking value for money in service
delivery. Our strategy of sourcing services considers internal and external service providers.
In 2004–05, all contracts let were consistent with the Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines
(CPGs) as they applied at the time. Over this period 19 consultancy contracts of value greater
than $10,000 were direct sourced. Of these contracts, 13 were effected before the new CPGs,
which significantly restrict the ability to direct source, came into effect on 1 January 2005. The
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other six contracts were direct sourced on the grounds of value (they were all under the $80,000
CPG threshold) and business urgency. Consistent with the new CPGs, CSA now applies more
rigorous scrutiny over proposals from business areas to direct source service requirements. No
contracts let during the financial year excluded the Auditor-General from access to the
contractor’s premises.
At the end of the financial year, CSA was considering alternative service options to deliver the
information technology and corporate services previously provided by or through the ATO.
Exempt contracts
No contracts were exempted by the Secretary (Department of Family and Community Services)
up to October 2004 or the General Manager (CSA) from publication in AusTender.
Office accommodation
In line with CSA’s National Accommodation Strategy, a key element of which is CSA’s
disengagement from the ATO, we continued to rationalise our office accommodation. In
2004–05, CSA closed its office in Box Hill, Victoria, and relocated staff to the Melbourne
central business district site. We currently lease seven sites, with another eight sites subleased
from the ATO.
In 2005–06, CSA will continue to relocate or secure space under CSA leases to consolidate
sites and deliver better client services more cost-effectively. The National Accommodation
Strategy has saved approximately $4 million in property operating expenses since 2000.
CSA is participating in the DHS property group to realise synergies in co-locating offices.
Purchasing
Procurement and purchasing activities conducted by CSA during the reporting period were in
accordance with the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 and related regulations.
Assets management
In April 2005, the Australian Valuations Office conducted a review of CSA’s assets, in particular
the valuation of leasehold improvements (fit-out), plant and equipment, office equipment,
furniture and fittings, and computer equipment owned by CSA. In addition, all necessary
particulars were taken, and assets were valued on the basis of fair value for financial reporting
purposes, in accordance with the new Australian Equivalents to International Financial Reporting
Standards.
CSA also carried out a stocktake of information technology assets and other assets. The makegood provision has also been implemented for the first time.
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In 2004–05, our computer systems were leased from and managed by EDS under contract with
ATO, and our telephony inventory was leased from and managed under contract with NEC.

Knowledge management
e-business
CSA began an e-business pilot project during the year to provide parents with an alternative
service channel. The pilot gives clients online access to statements and enables employers to
send information online. Those online facilities, chosen after extensive research and internal
analysis, complement the existing range of tools available to help parents manage their
separation and child support issues.
At the close of the financial year, we were developing additional online facilities to assist parents.
Those products included online letters and payments and a selection of online transactions.
Business continuity planning
In 2004–05, we continued to consolidate CSA’s business continuity plan. This plan includes
documentation on how to recover information technology and telephony services in the event of
a business interruption. We developed procedures for evacuations, and action cards and
checklists to refer to if there is a power outage. Our aim is to ensure that, if there is a business
disruption, staff are aware of all procedures, the actions they should take and their responsibility
for business continuity.
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Figure 10—CRS Australia organisation chart at 30 June 2005
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Highlights


CRS Australia provided services to more than 42,000 Department of Employment and
Workplace Relations clients, including more than 25,000 new clients.



A total of 11,294 clients were placed in employment and 9,183 clients found continuing
employment.



Of clients who achieved 13 weeks of continuous employment, 86 per cent were still
employed after 26 weeks.



A range of innovative service delivery approaches were trialled for clients with mental health
or chronic pain management needs, and for Parenting Payment recipients.



CRS Australia was reaccredited and certified against the Disability Services Standards of
the Disability Services Act 1986.



CRS Australia took part in the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations Early
Intervention and Engagement Pilot, contributed papers to eight national conferences, and
supported 18 research projects.
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General Manager’s review
CRS Australia continued to function as a very effective business
unit within the Australian Government during 2004–05.
In October 2004, CRS Australia was transferred from the
Department of Health and Ageing to the Department of Human
Services. The responsibility for purchasing vocational rehabilitation
programs under the Disability Services Act 1986 was transferred
from the Department of Family and Community Services (FaCS) to
the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations (DEWR),
consolidating in DEWR the policy responsibility for employment
assistance services.
These changes have enabled CRS Australia to focus on being a
specialist employment service for people with disabilities, and to strengthen coordination with
other employment assistance services.
In the 2005–06 Budget, the government demonstrated the importance it places on vocational
rehabilitation in the Welfare to Work policy. Vocational rehabilitation programs to assist
unemployed people with disabilities will increase by approximately 42,000 over the three years
from July 2006.
In 2004–05, CRS Australia worked with more than 42,000 government-funded clients, including
25,426 new clients. Increasingly, the typical CRS Australia client has more than one type of
serious disability and has been unemployed for a long period. Outcomes for people who
commence CRS Australia programs are very good: more than 45 per cent are placed in jobs;
38 per cent of those placed in jobs achieve sustained employment outcomes (employment of at
least eight hours a week for 13 weeks); and 86 per cent of those who achieve sustained
employment are still employed six months after the end of their CRS Australia program. Another
9 per cent are active in study, training part-time or volunteer work (secondary outcomes), and
8.5 per cent are job ready when the opportunity to work arises. Where a person’s current
circumstances mean that they are unsuitable for assistance from CRS Australia, we direct them
to appropriate assistance.
CRS Australia aims to enable people to access rehabilitation services close to where they live by
aligning the location of service delivery units with the distribution of working-age people on
income support. About 32 per cent of programs are delivered in rural and remote areas, and
about 100 visiting services operate out of the organisation’s 176 permanent sites.
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During 2004–05, CRS Australia also provided a range of services to government agencies and
other organisations, including:


rehabilitation services for veterans and military personnel under the Department
of Veterans’ Affairs



occupational rehabilitation services for workers compensation insurers



career planning services for the Department of Education, Science and Technology



wage assessments and case management in business services for FaCS.

The quality of CRS Australia’s achievements reflects the excellence of its staff. A staff survey
showed the very high commitment of staff members to organisational goals and objectives—
a commitment demonstrated in their work. CRS Australia aims to provide staff with a
family-friendly workplace and relevant professional development opportunities. Stakeholder
surveys and client exit surveys reflect the high level of satisfaction of clients (those who
receive the services) and customers (those who purchase the services) with the services of
CRS Australia. CRS Australia operates to meet and exceed the Disability Services Standards
of the Disability Services Act 1986.
CRS Australia is a ‘knowledge organisation’ that supports and encourages the flow and
exchange of information. During the year, its information technology infrastructure was replaced
and its intranet reinvigorated.
CRS Australia also places emphasis on evidence-based, continuous improvement. In 2004–05,
a range of research and evaluation projects and eight Communities of Practice (Networks of
Excellence) were supported, to make our work more effective and more efficient, and to
contribute to policy development for people with disabilities. CRS Australia participated in a trial
to investigate ways to quickly assess and direct people to appropriate assistance.
CRS Australia ended the year with a small budget surplus, which will contribute to further
improving service delivery for people with disabilities in 2005–06. The small surplus gives us
flexibility as we prepare to respond to the future needs of our clients and customers, especially
in the light of increasing demand for vocational rehabilitation and related services.

David Graham
General Manager
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Description
CRS Australia, which operates as a business unit within the Department of Human Services,
is the largest provider of expert assessment and vocational rehabilitation services in Australia.
CRS Australia is the sole provider of vocational rehabilitation services funded under the
Disability Services Act 1986. These services are purchased from CRS Australia by DEWR.
Our main business is helping people with a disability, injury or health condition to enter or remain
in the workforce. We provide services to eligible people, as well as to a range of commercial and
government clients, from over 176 sites in urban, rural and remote areas across Australia, and
through visiting and outreach services.
The organisational structure is shown in Figure 10.

Performance
Outcome
Effective and efficient delivery of social and health-related services, including financial
assistance, to the Australian community
Output 3: CRS Australia
Delivery of vocational rehabilitation services to eligible people who have an injury, disability or
health condition

CRS Australia’s performance is measured on quality, quantity and price. Reports on CRS
Australia’s performance against each of those measures follow.
As DEWR is the principal purchaser of CRS Australia services, performance is reported in more
detail in the DEWR annual report.
The performance standards shown in Table 7, from the Department of Human Services 2004–05
Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements, apply to the delivery of rehabilitation services.
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Table 7
Measure

CRS Australia—performance measures
Target

Performance

23,225 new clients assisted on a rehabilitation
program

25,426

37% of rehabilitation clients achieving durable
employment outcomes

38%

1,823 mature-age clients

6,361

3,535 Parenting Payment clients

1,205

8,500 employment outcomes

9,183

Quality
Capacity

Targeting

Quantity
Price

$137.3 million (full year)

In 2004–05, CRS Australia provided services under a service level agreement to DEWR, within
budget and exceeding the required outcomes. Although the service level agreement was
originally with FaCS, it transferred to DEWR on 26 October 2004.
CRS Australia provided services to more than 42,000 DEWR clients (including more than
25,000 new clients). Of the 24,256 clients who completed programs, 11,294 were placed in
employment and 9,183 achieved sustainable employment outcomes.
Independent research confirmed that approximately 86 per cent of CRS Australia clients who
stayed in employment for 13 weeks were still in employment beyond 26 weeks.
Client satisfaction with CRS Australia’s services, independently measured by New Focus
Research Pty Ltd, reached 89 per cent for overall satisfaction. This survey used a representative
sample of 880 clients.
After extensive research, CRS Australia trialled innovative service delivery in the priority areas of
mental health, youth, chronic pain and Parenting Payment recipients.
During the year, CRS Australia maintained accreditation under the Disability Services Standards.
Reaccreditation required an independent external audit. The auditors noted:

… staff showed an open approach to the audit process. The level of
commitment, dedication and professionalism demonstrated by management
and staff was exemplary. This was supported from both CRS Australia clients
interviewed and the audit team members.
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CRS Australia provided work capacity assessments for DEWR in 12 sites in regional and
remote Australia; 210 assessments were completed by the end of the financial year.
CRS Australia was also one of four participants in DEWR’s Early Intervention and Engagement
Pilot. The pilot tested the effectiveness of refined Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessments
and more timely referral arrangements for people with disabilities claiming income support and
for Disability Support Pension recipients seeking work. Clients were referred directly for
comprehensive work capacity assessments, with the aim of reducing the time between initial
contact and the provision of appropriate assistance.
During the year, CRS Australia contributed papers to eight major disability management and
vocational rehabilitation conferences, and supported 18 research projects related to vocational
rehabilitation.
CRS Australia also successfully undertook 6,157 wage assessments in business services
funded by FaCS and provided 639 case management services for workers with very low levels
of productivity.

Social justice and equity
CRS Australia is committed to working towards a future in which all Australians achieve their
potential for economic and social participation and the cost of injury and disability to the
community is reduced. As a consequence of this commitment, CRS Australia provides a
network of offices and staff across metropolitan, rural and remote Australia, which ensures all
Australians eligible for CRS Australia’s services have reasonable access to them. In line with a
community service obligation, CRS Australia provides services in 81 sites in rural and remote
Australia and assistance to people who have an injury or disability and whose jobs are in
jeopardy.
As part of the Commonwealth Disability Strategy, CRS Australia has a comprehensive disability
action plan in place to improve access and opportunities for people with disabilities. Detailed
performance reporting against the Commonwealth Disability Strategy is contained in Appendix 5.
CRS Australia understands that people undertaking vocational rehabilitation programs often
experience barriers not related to disability, such as accommodation or family problems, as well
as social isolation and the impacts of prolonged disadvantage. CRS Australia is committed to
seeking opportunities for better service coordination and to being an active partner in local
communities to ensure that our clients achieve optimal outcomes.
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The continuing themes for CRS Australia in 2005–06 are to:


increase consultation with people with disabilities about processes for purchasing goods and
services directly affecting them



ensure that non-standard contracts meet Disability Discrimination Act 1992 requirements



increase client and customer awareness of the complaints mechanism, and of their rights
and responsibilities, as set out in our Service Charter



ensure that CRS Australia’s workplace diversity strategy is completed and implemented



ensure that all managers have information regarding the ‘reasonable adjustment’ principle



maintain CRS Australia’s quality assurance improvement program for monitoring standards



ensure that CRS Australia is well placed to assist in the Australian Government’s Welfare to
Work initiative.

Purchaser–provider arrangements
In 2004–05, CRS Australia had significant purchaser–provider arrangements in place with the
following Commonwealth agencies: DEWR, FaCS, the Department of Education, Science and
Technology and the Department of Veterans’ Affairs.
Further performance information for CRS Australia is reported in the 2004–05 DEWR
annual report.

Outlook
Forecasts for 2005–06 indicate a tight budgetary environment for CRS Australia, taking into
account spending on new information technology infrastructure and salary costs. Nonetheless,
CRS Australia is well placed to handle reforms flagged by the Australian Government.
Consistent with the service level agreement applying in 2004–05, CRS Australia will continue to
provide services to DEWR in 2005–06. Services to other Australian Government departments
will continue, subject to contract processes. CRS Australia will also continue to provide services
in the open occupational rehabilitation market, including injury prevention services.

Management and accountability
Corporate governance
This section reports on aspects of CRS Australia’s corporate governance that differ from,
or function in addition to, the whole-of-department measures described in ‘The department’.
The Managing Director reports to the Secretary of the Department of Human Services and
meets regularly with her to discuss emerging issues.
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CRS Australia’s governance framework integrates business planning, budgeting and individual
performance achievement on an annual basis. A regular reporting cycle for all activities is
maintained and CRS Australia’s Strategic Directions document is available at
www.crsaustralia.gov.au.
CRS Australia’s performance achievement system, which includes individual performance plans
for all employees, is integrated with the business planning cycle to ensure that individual
performance requirements are aligned with key business objectives.
The General Manager is accountable to the Secretary of the Department of Human Services for
overall organisational performance, including financial management, quality assurance and risk
management. In performing this role, the General Manager is supported by the following
committees.
Committees
Executive Committee
The General Manager, Deputy General Manager (Corporate), Deputy General Manager
(Service Delivery) and Deputy General Manager (Information Technology) make up the
Executive. The Executive:


decides on matters affecting the strategic direction of CRS Australia



manages corporate and service delivery performance



monitors, reviews and manages progress against the objectives of Strategic Directions.

Strategic and Business Group
The Strategic and Business Group consists of the General Manager (chair), deputy general
managers, national managers, divisional managers, and the Chief Financial Officer. The group:


makes corporate decisions on national issues when requested by the Executive, and in other
cases provides advice and recommendations to the Executive



receives and discusses substantial issues relating to our business operations



monitors and provides input into national projects, Communities of Practice (Networks of
Excellence) and other internal committees.

Information Technology Investment Board
The Information Technology (IT) Investment Board consists of the Executive, the IT Services
Manager, the Chief Financial Officer and an external representative. The board:
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plays a key role in IT corporate governance



has a strategic, high-level and financial investment focus on IT
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ensures that IT is strategically aligned to business needs



develops and manages the IT asset replacement strategy



provides leadership in the evaluation and prioritisation of IT projects.

Risk Management Committee
The Executive created the Risk Management Committee in 2004. The committee consists of the
Deputy General Manager IT, the National Manager Strategic Management (Agency Security
Adviser), the Risk Manager, the IT Services Manager (IT Security Adviser), a regional manager
(end-user representative) and an independent member. Its role is to:


set the direction of, monitor and review the risk management, fraud, audit and protective
security control environments



review our risk register on a quarterly basis



develop our forward audit program



oversee business continuity management plans and activities



develop and monitor risk management, fraud, audit and protective security policies
and programs of work



provide advice and guidance on risk management issues as required.

Internal scrutiny
Internal audit
During 2004–05, CRS Australia undertook internal audits and took part in cross-agency audits
in a number of areas, including workforce planning, purchasing practices and procedures, and
financial statements. CRS Australia also took part in the annual certification and surveillance
audits conducted under the Disability Services Standards. No major control weaknesses or
material risks were identified in those audits. However, some findings identified opportunities
for continuous improvement.
Internal managers complete a biannual self-audit package, which assists them to survey the
operations of areas under their responsibility and to ensure that they and their staff understand
the framework within which they work and against which they are required to report.
CRS Australia also continuously monitors the publication of new guidelines and audit reports
to ensure that compliance and best practice are maintained.
Risk management
CRS Australia’s business planning framework and project management and procurement
guidelines integrate the assessment, treatment and monitoring of risk as core business activities.
During 2004–05, a strategic and operational risk assessment was conducted to determine the
overall risk profile for CRS Australia, and appropriate mitigation strategies were implemented.
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Protective security
CRS Australia’s protective security framework is based on detailed risk assessments and
security reviews, as required by the Australian Government’s Protective Security Manual and
the Information and Communications Technology Security Manual (also known as ACSI 33).
Activities for 2004–05 included protective security risk reviews of a number of metropolitan and
rural service delivery sites, computer centres and disaster recovery sites.
No major control weaknesses or material risks were identified as part of these reviews.
However, a number of recommended additional controls have been implemented.
Fraud
As part of its responsibility to protect the public interest, CRS Australia utilises a fraud control
program that complies with the Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines. As part of this
program:


fraud risk assessments and fraud control plans that comply with the guidelines have been
prepared



appropriate fraud prevention, detection, investigation and reporting procedures and
processes are in place



fraud data is collected and reported annually.

Three fraud allegations were investigated during the year. Two matters are continuing. The third
matter was referred to the appropriate delegate with powers authorised under the Public
Service Act 1999. That matter has been finalised.

External scrutiny
Privacy
CRS Australia maintains client and other files that contain a range of personal information, some
of which can be of a sensitive nature. The agency has well-developed systems and processes to
maintain an appropriate level of privacy for client-related information.
CRS Australia did not receive any complaints from the Office of the Privacy Commissioner
during 2004–05.
Reviews, appeals and complaints
CRS Australia’s internal review process is based on a three-tier complaint resolution model.
CRS Australia aims to resolve complaints first at the regional level, then at the divisional or
national level as required.
A person affected by a decision CRS Australia has made, or failed to make, can appeal to the
Secretary of DEWR or the Secretary’s delegate. If the matter is not resolved to the appellant’s
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satisfaction, they can appeal further to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT).
During 2004–05, there were eight internal reviews (there were seven in 2003–04).
The decisions forming the basis of those internal reviews were:


two decisions to close programs



two decisions not to fund a specific training course



two decisions not to provide a rehabilitation program



two decisions not to waive program costs

None of these matters was referred to the AAT or a judicial review.
One freedom of information matter was referred to the AAT during 2004–05. The AAT affirmed
CRS Australia’s original decision in late May 2005. The applicant has since made a formal
application to the Federal Court for review of the AAT decision.
The Ombudsman’s office made three inquiries about CRS Australia and found that none of the
concerns raised by clients reflected maladministration on the part of CRS Australia.
CRS Australia had ongoing contact with the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
in relation to a complaint lodged in 2002–03. The commissioner terminated this issue on the
grounds that resolution through conciliation could not be achieved. A further complaint to the
commission about age discrimination was terminated by the commissioner on the basis that it
was misconceived.

Management of ethical standards
CRS Australia provides each new staff member with a copy of the Australian Public Service
(APS) Values and Code of Conduct in their welcome kit when they begin work. The values and
code are reinforced through staff induction training, which is conducted at a national level, and in
presentations to staff made at the request of managers or teams. We ask managers to make
such presentations annually.
Managers and staff are required to use the APS Values and Code of Conduct in their decision
making and in their interactions with each other. Policies and procedures relating to breaches of
the code are available to all staff on the intranet.
During 2004–05, there were 38 investigations for a variety of breaches of the APS Code of
Conduct; many related to one matter concerning suspected IT breaches. Fourteen breaches
were found. The sanctions imposed were two terminations of employment, one reassignment of
duties, one fine by way of deduction from salary, and 12 reprimands. Some offenders received
more than one sanction.
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Our people
Human resources management
During 2004–05, CRS Australia’s Human Resources effort focused on the following
strategic areas:


attracting and retaining staff



developing the new certified agreement



improving the occupational health and safety (OHS) culture



developing talent management strategies (succession planning)



reinforcing the performance culture



building workforce capability



meeting our obligations under legislation.

Human Resources conducted detailed benchmarking of its key indicators against other
government and non-government agencies, and completed a major upgrade of the Human
Resource Information System. Staff participated in human resources training programs offered
by the Australian Human Resource Institute, the Australian Public Service Commission and other
organisations.
Staffing
At 30 June 2005, CRS Australia employed 2,000 staff (1,588 full-time equivalent) under the
Public Service Act 1999—an increase of 26 staff from the 30 June 2004 total of 1,974. The
total staffing figure includes all full-time and part-time ongoing and non-ongoing employees,
including staff on long-term leave. Women comprised 83.8 per cent of all staff, 59 per cent of
Executive Level staff and 85.4 per cent of APS Level 1 to Level 6 staff. The staff age profile
analysis for the year shows that CRS Australia continued to maintain a relatively youthful
workforce: 32 per cent were aged between 25 and 34 years;15.8 per cent were aged between
35 and 40 years; and 35.3 per cent were aged between 45 and 65 years. Part-time staff
accounted for 36 per cent of the total.
The distribution of staff by state at 30 June 2005 was:


Australian Capital Territory—84



South Australia—186



New South Wales—659



Tasmania—64



Northern Territory—29



Victoria—423



Queensland—391



Western Australia—164.

See Appendix 1 for more CRS Australia staffing statistics.
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Performance pay
Under the terms of the CRS Australia Certified Agreement, employees may receive a
performance bonus. CRS Australia reported 2003–04 performance pay in the Department of
Health and Ageing’s annual report
Certified agreement
CRS Australia’s current certified agreement is due to expire on 5 August 2005. A new
agreement is being developed and consulting has occurred extensively with staff through
surveys, email feedback, discussion boards, chat rooms, presentations and focus groups.
The new agreement seeks greater flexibility, has a commitment to mature-aged workers,
considers work–life balance issues, and has been drafted in the context of the need for
continued productivity gains and affordability. The non-salary benefits available under the
agreement are:


access to the employee assistance program



child and elder care information and referral services



flexible working hours



flexible working locations



flex-time (available only to APS Level employees)



opportunities to act in higher level positions (without extra payment) for personal
development



leave for compelling personal reasons and exceptional circumstances



a linking program for staff on extended leave



a national award scheme



parental leave



pay-out of additional duty in certain circumstances



purchased leave



study assistance



support for professional and personal development.

CRS Australia employed 1,908 staff under a certified agreement at 30 June 2005.
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Australian Workplace Agreements
CRS Australia offers Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs) to most staff at Executive
Levels 1 and 2 and to a small number of staff at other APS classifications. These agreements
provide flexible or specially tailored remuneration and conditions.
At 30 June 2005, 92 employees (three Senior Executive Service officers and 89 other staff
members) were on AWAs.
AWA provisions for non-Senior Executive Service staff include the non-salary benefits available
under the certified agreement, and:


private use of motor vehicles or an allowance in lieu (for some officers)



skills allowance (where applicable)



retention bonus (where applicable).

In 2005–06, AWAs will be offered to all Executive Level 1 staff and may be used to provide
flexibility of conditions to people receiving remote site allowances.
Senior Executive Service remuneration
AWAs for CRS Australia’s Senior Executive Service officers are arranged between the Secretary
of the Department of Human Services and each officer. The Department of Human Services
provides an indicative salary table in Appendix 1.
Recruitment and retention strategy
During 2004–05, CRS Australia focused on improving its recruitment and retention
strategies through:
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analysing absence management, turnover data, employee opinion data and exit and entry
data to identify retention issues and inform workforce planning



conducting an employee opinion poll and focus groups on issues raised in the 2004
employee opinion survey



developing a strategic recruitment strategy and analysing environmental issues likely to have
an impact on the workforce



finalising procedures for the appointment and transfer of, and employment conditions for,
senior rehabilitation consultants



participating in the Indigenous Graduate Program and Cadetship Program



researching age management issues, recruitment in rural and remote locations, employer
branding, and a human resources partnering program for new external managers and newly
promoted internal managers
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reviewing and streamlining recruitment processes and policies, including recruitment forms,
to ensure legal compliance and ease of use



reviewing our discipline mix by geographical location to assist in workforce planning



researching better practice in recruitment, including e-recruitment, employee self-service
and use of the intranet



researching the retention of mature workers and succession planning involving mature-age
recruitment.

Learning and development
Key initiatives for learning and development in 2004–05 included:


‘coaching for performance’ for all managers



redevelopment of the Acquired Brain Injury Training Package



workshop design for advanced case management topics, which will be utilised in 2005–06



redevelopment of the mental health package



SAP upgrade training for administrative, human resources and finance staff



development of the trainer management model.

Workplace diversity
CRS Australia’s Workplace Diversity Strategic Plan 2004–06 aims to create an environment
in which diversity is actively valued. This will position CRS Australia better as an employer of
choice and improve its services to clients, customers and other stakeholders.
Implementation of the plan in 2004–05 met such objectives as:


complying with statutory obligations



reflecting and utilising the diversity of the communities in which we operate, incorporating
diversity principles across all planning, policies, practices and services



providing information and development activities to ensure that workplaces are free from
discrimination and harassment and give all employees the opportunity to reach their
full potential



ensuring that workplace structures, systems and procedures recognise the diverse
circumstances of all staff and assist them to balance their work and personal lives.

During 2005–06, CRS Australia will continue to implement the action items in the plan and
monitor their effectiveness.
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Occupational health and safety and staff health
During 2004–05, CRS Australia continued to implement and manage effective OHS systems.
When hazards and injuries were reported, the OHS team undertook investigations, took action
to prevent recurrence, and followed them up as appropriate. The OHS Committee met quarterly,
and continued such activities as:


the employee assistance program



first-aid and fire warden services



voluntary influenza vaccinations



OHS induction training for staff



annual workplace safety inspections



OHS training, including manual-handling and fire awareness training



eyesight testing.

CRS Australia produces a monthly OHS newsletter to promote health and wellbeing, to remind
staff and managers of OHS requirements, and to update knowledge of injury trends and other
OHS issues.
During 2004–05, there were two workplace incidents and injuries that required notification to
Comcare Australia, and CRS Australia employees reported 142 hazards or incidents to the OHS
team. Thirty-four staff and seven client workers compensation claims were lodged.
The cost of CRS Australia’s Comcare premiums decreased by 55 per cent due to a reduction in
the total number of claims, flowing from active management of OHS in the workplace.
The Staff Health case managers, who provide support to staff, focused on early intervention and
return to work for compensable and non-compensable conditions. A total of 149 cases were
dealt with in 2004–05.
Internal communications
As an organisation focused on people, CRS Australia knows the importance of maintaining
internal communications to connect people who are dispersed across the country.
CRS Australia uses various media and technologies to keep staff, clients and customers
informed about important issues.
Key communication channels include:
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CRSNet (the CRS Australia intranet)—the news page is updated daily, and opens
automatically as each staff member logs on



CRS NEWS, the national newsletter, printed in hard copy every two months



General Manager’s Bulletin, an electronic monthly newsletter
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Service Delivery Bulletin, an electronic monthly newsletter



the annual Managers’ Conference



Strategic and Business Group management team meetings, held every six weeks



National Service Delivery management team meetings, held every six weeks



Corporate Managers team meetings, held twice a year



Divisional Management team meetings, held every six weeks



Senior Rehabilitation Consultant Forums, held annually



the Human Services newsletter, which highlights cross-agency cooperation.

Major issues addressed through the internal communication channels during 2004–05 included:


the change in purchasing and governance arrangements flowing from the 2004 election



consultations on the 2005–08 certified agreement



the IT and SAP upgrades



undertaking the annual stakeholder survey



the finalisation of Australian Government rebranding.

Resource management
Financial management
During 2004–05, CRS Australia reviewed all accounting policies that will be affected by the
adoption of Australian Accounting Standards Board Australian Equivalents to International
Financial Reporting Standards (AEIFRS), which will apply from 2005–06.
As a result, there will be two major changes to accounting policy from July 2005. First, the cost
of any item of property, plant or equipment will include a component of the estimated cost of
dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site on which it was located.
Second, there will be a change in the way leave liability is measured. Currently, annual leave
liability is reported at its nominal amount. From 2005–06, the liability due to be taken in more
than 12 months’ time will be reported at its discounted present value. To assist this process,
we have employed an actuary to review the process by which leave liability is calculated
and reported.
In addition, both the opening and the closing balances of the 2004–05 financial statements were
adjusted, and the adjustments were reviewed by the Australian National Audit Office, as if the
AEIFRS changes applied from 2004–05. This was necessary to prepare for the 2005–06
financial statements, which will require 2004–05 comparatives calculated on the same basis as
the 2005–06 statements.
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During 2004–05, the financial management and human resources information management
systems were upgraded to SAP version 4.6. The upgrade led to considerable improvements in
processing and reporting financial information.
Use of consultants and service contractors
The policies and procedures for selecting consultants are set out in CRS Australia’s Purchasing
and Contracts Policy and Procedures. These instructions are based on the Commonwealth
Procurement Guidelines issued by the Department of Finance and Administration (last updated
in January 2005). CRS Australia seeks value for money in all purchases of services.
During 2004–05, CRS Australia entered into 10 new consultancy contracts. Total actual
expenditure on those contracts was $247,526 (all expenditure reported is inclusive of GST).
In addition, 12 ongoing consultancy contracts were active in 2004–05. Expenditure on those
contracts totalled $725,248. CRS Australia engaged consultants to carry out work that required
skills which were not available in house or that required an independent and impartial view from
outside the agency.
Table 8 shows CRS Australia’s total expenditure on all consultancy services for 2004–05. Larger
consultancy contracts (those to the value of $10,000 or more) are detailed in Appendix 4.
No contracts were exempted by the General Manager from publication in AusTender.

Table 8

CRS Australia—total expenditure on new and existing consultancies

Area utilising consultancy services

Consultancies let

Total expenditure ($)

Service delivery

3

105,642

Information technology

11

766,260

Human resources

6

89,544

Corporate

2

11,328

Total

22

972,774

Competitive tendering and contracting
In 2004–05, CRS Australia let 10 contracts that fell within the definition of competitive tendering
and contracting. Most consultancy expenditure was associated with a major refreshment of our
computing infrastructure, both hardware and applications.
In 2004–05, CRS Australia finalised market testing of corporate services. No new outsourcing
arrangements resulted from this project, which found that existing in-house provision continued
to deliver best value for money.
After a competitive tendering process, new panel arrangements were entered into for the
provision of legal advisers and complex procurement advisers.
No contracts let during the financial year excluded the Auditor-General from access to the
contractor’s premises.
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Office accommodation
The national service delivery network consists of 176 permanent offices, with 81 sites in rural
and remote Australia. Support for business operations takes place within National Office in
Canberra and divisional offices in Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney.
CRS Australia seeks to locate service delivery outlets conveniently for clients, in proximity to
Centrelink offices, transport systems and other community facilities. During 2004–05, three new
offices were opened, in Merimbula, Shellharbour and Brunswick Heads in New South Wales,
and 19 existing offices were relocated within the communities they serve.
Purchasing
The policies and procedures for selecting and approving expenditure are set out in the
CRS Australia Purchasing and Contracts Policy and Procedures. These instructions are
followed by all our managers and staff involved in purchasing, to ensure that ethical and sound
purchasing practices underpin the achievement of value for money, which is sought in all
transactions.
The underlying principle of CRS Australia’s purchasing policy is that the procedures and
methods adopted should be, and be seen to be, beyond reproach. This can be achieved only if:


suppliers are given the opportunity to compete for CRS Australia business in an open and
transparent manner



a reputation for fair dealing in arrangements with suppliers is maintained.

The purchasing procedures are based on, and supplement, the Commonwealth Procurement
Guidelines issued by the Department of Finance and Administration, and apply to all purchases
of goods and services across CRS Australia.
Assets management
CRS Australia considers life-cycle costs, benefits and risks when making asset management
decisions. All asset holdings are reviewed annually to ensure cost effectiveness and whole-of-life
utilisation. Depreciation or amortisation rates are reviewed annually and any necessary
adjustments are made in current, or current and future, reporting periods. In May 2005 a
stocktake of assets that confirmed the location and the condition of each asset was completed.
During 2004–05, CRS Australia’s land and building assets were revalued to ‘fair value’, in
accordance with accounting standards and the Finance Minister’s Orders. This is one of the final
steps to be taken in readiness for the full adoption of AEIFRS.
During the year, CRS Australia also completed a roll-out of IT equipment across all offices, and
the upgrade of the financial management and human resources information management
systems to SAP version 4.6.

Output 3—CRS Australia
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Knowledge management
CRS Australia is a knowledge-based organisation with a focus on expertise and best practice.
This is supported by:


the People Management Framework, which includes
– strategies for obtaining and retaining the right staff
– recruitment, induction, training and development processes
– ‘discretion versus direction’ principles (for enabling and empowering staff)



eight Communities of Practice (Networks of Excellence), each of which consists of various
highly skilled staff working in a specific service delivery area or in business administration,
and aims to identify, support and promote best practice across the whole organisation



an active program of research, evaluation and innovation



the quality assurance and improvement program, which integrates the elements of
best-practice quality models, including maintaining quality service delivery practices and
contributing to the continuous improvement cycle



the CRS Australia intranet, which
– provides access to evidence-based rehabilitation practices
– is the source of policy, practices and procedures
– supports discussion groups and chat rooms



an organisational library, which supports case management, organisational research,
the Communities of Practice and key stakeholders



Environmental Scan, a monthly document published on the intranet, highlighting data
and information relevant to CRS Australia’s business.

We are currently developing a framework for managing and sharing knowledge, based on
industry best practice and relevant CRS Australia policies. The framework is expected to be
complete by the end of 2005.
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Appendix 1—Staffing statistics
This appendix contains information on staffing in the core department, the Child Support Agency
and CRS Australia, at 30 June 2005.

Core department
Table 9 Core department—staff employed, by classification,
gender and location, at 30 June 2005

Location and classification

Female
Part-time
Full-time

Male
Part-time Full-time

Total

Australian Capital Territory
Secretary

–

1

–

–

1

SES Band 3

–

–

–

1

1

SES Band 2

–

1

–

2

3

SES Band 1

–

4

–

1

5

Executive Level 2

–

7

–

3

10

Executive Level 1

–

1

–

3

4

APS Level 6

–

4

–

3

7

APS Level 4

–

3

–

1

4

14

35

Male
Part-time Full-time

Total

Departmental total

21

APS = Australian Public Service, SES = Senior Executive Service

Table 10 Core department—non-ongoing staff employed,
by classification, gender and location, at 30 June 2005

Location and classification

Female
Part-time
Full-time

Australian Capital Territory
Executive Level 2

–

7

–

3

10

Executive Level 1

–

1

–

3

4

APS Level 6

–

4

–

3

7

APS Level 4

–

3

1

–

4

Departmental total

–

15

1

9

25

APS = Australian Public Service
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Table 11 Core department—indicative salary ranges, at 30 June 2005
Level

Minimum ($)

Maximum ($)

SES Band 3

145,000

180,000

SES Band 2

125,000

140,000

SES Band 1

100,000

120,000

Executive Level 2

84,400

101,100

Executive Level 1

69,800

84,400

APS Level 6

56,300

68,800

APS Level 5

51,100

56,300

APS Level 4

45,900

51,100

APS Level 3

40,700

45,900

APS Level 2

35,400

40,700

APS = Australian Public Service, SES = Senior Executive Service
Note: Median figures are not provided, as they would allow the remuneration of individuals to be identified.

Child Support Agency
Table 12 CSA—staff employed, by classification and gender, at 30 June 2005

Classification

Female
Part-time
Full-time

Male
Part-time Full-time

Total

SES Band 3

–

–

–

1

SES Band 2

–

1

–

–

1
1

SES Band 1

–

5

–

5

10

Executive Level 2

8

28

1

24

61

Executive Level 1

12

95

1

67

175

APS Level 6

42

212

4

86

344

APS Level 5

56

250

3

90

399

APS Level 4

157

525

11

170

863

APS Level 3

151

797

15

336

1,299

APS Level 2

17

23

1

22

63

APS Level 1

4

1

–

5

10

447

1,937

36

806

3,226

Departmental total

APS = Australian Public Service, SES = Senior Executive Service
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Table 13 CSA—non-ongoing staff employed, by classification
and gender, at 30 June 2005

Classification

Female
Part-time
Full-time

Male
Part-time Full-time

Total

Executive Level 2

–

1

–

–

1

Executive Level 1

–

1

–

–

1

APS Level 6

1

–

–

–

1

APS Level 5

–

–

–

–

–

APS Level 4

1

–

1

–

2

APS Level 3

–

7

–

–

7

APS Level 2

–

5

–

6

11

APS Level 1

–

–

–

1

1

Departmental total

2

14

1

7

24

APS = Australian Public Service

Table 14 CSA—staff employed under Australian Workplace Agreements
and Certified Agreement, at 30 June 2005
Classification

AWA

Certified Agreement

Senior Executive Service (SES)

12

–

Non-SES

57

3,181

Total

69

3,181

Table 15 CSA—Certified Agreement salary ranges, by classification, at 30 June 2005
Classification

Maximum ($)

78,169

78,951

Executive Level 1

69,238

75,514

APS Level 6/CSO Level 6

55,354

62,663

APS Level 5/CSO Level 5

50,006

54,103

APS Level 4/CSO Level 4

44,835

49,713

APS Level 3/CSO Level 3

40,226

43,850

Graduate APS

40,226

40,628

APS Level 2/CSO Level 2

36,288

39,557

APS Level 1/CSO Level 1

32,255

34,984

APS = Australian Public Service, CSO = Customer Service Officer
a Temporary performance
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Table 16 CSA—Australian Workplace Agreement salary ranges, at 30 June 2005
Classification

Minimum ($)

Maximum ($)

SES Band 3

145,000

180,000

SES Band 2

125,000

140,000

SES Band 1

100,000

120,000

Executive Level 2

85,946

99,206

Executive Level 1

72,700

79,289

SES = Senior Executive Service

CRS Australia
Table 17 CRS Australia—staff employed, by classification
and gender, at 30 June 2005

Classification

Female
Part-time
Full-time

Male
Part-time
Full-time

Total

SES Band 2

–

–

–

1

1

SES Band 1

–

1

–

1

2

Executive Level 2A
Executive Level 2B
Executive Level 1

1

1

1

6

–

7

14

10

53

–

39

102

APS Level 6

5

19

–

20

44

APS Level 5

11

22

5

29

67

APS Level 4

29

43

3

17

92

APS Level 3

18

63

–

7

88

APS Level 2

82

93

2

6

183

APS Level 1
Rehabilitation Consultant Level 1

6

10

–

1

17

24

109

1

16

150

Rehabilitation Consultant Level 2

422

464

26

105

1,017

Departmental total

608

883

37

250

1,778

APS = Australian Public Service, SES = Senior Executive Service
Note: staff numbers comprise 36 per cent part-time and irregular/intermittent staff.
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Table 18 CRS Australia—non-ongoing staff employed,
by classification and gender, at 30 June 2005

Classification

Female
Part-time
Full-time

Male
Part-time
Full-time

Total

Executive Level 1

–

2

–

3

5

APS Level 6

1

3

–

1

5

APS Level 5

4

2

2

–

8

APS Level 4

4

9

1

3

17

APS Level 3

1

9

1

6

17

APS Level 2

24

26

2

4

56

APS Level 1

2

11

1

1

15

Rehabilitation Consultant Level 1

7

29

–

6

42

Rehabilitation Consultant Level 2

22

28

–

7

57

Departmental total

65

119

7

31

222

APS = Australian Public Service
Note: Staff numbers comprise 36 per cent part-time and irregular/intermittent staff.

Table 19 CRS Australia—salary ranges, by classification, at 30 June 2005
Level

Minimum ($)

Maximum ($)

Executive Level 2A

89,719

89,719

Executive Level 2B

76,658

86,766

Executive Level 1

66,324

71,775

APS Level 6

51,787

59,510

APS Level 5

48,039

50,878

APS Level 4

43,156

46,790

APS Level 3

38,727

41,679

APS Level 2

33,957

37,591

APS Level 1

30,096

33,048

Rehabilitation Consultant Level 2

51,787

59,510

Rehabilitation Consultant Level 1

39,862

50,878

APS = Australian Public Service
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Appendix 2—Freedom of information
The Freedom of Information Act 1982 (the FOI Act) requires each Australian Government
agency to publish a statement setting out its roles, structure and functions, the documents it has
available for public inspection, and the procedures for gaining access to those documents.
Section 8 of the Act requires each agency to publish information on the way it is organised, its
powers and decisions, and arrangements for public involvement in its work. This appendix, in
conjunction with information elsewhere in this annual report, meets the requirements of section 8
of the FOI Act.

Core department
Procedures and contact points
Contact officers at the core department can advise on freedom of information (FOI) matters and
discuss the nature and scope of an intended request.
Formal applications for access to documents under the FOI Act must be made in writing and,
where available, by completing a form.
FOI inquiries relating to the core department may be directed to:
FOI Contact Officer
Department of Human Services
PO Box 3959
Manuka ACT 2603
Fax: 02 6233 0289
Telephone: 1300 55 44 79
Categories of documents maintained
Documents the core department holds are:


separate records of Cabinet matters, including Cabinet submissions and Cabinet minutes



separate records prepared for the Executive Council



general correspondence and associated documents according to subject matter



documents maintained separately that relate to the department’s specific functions—
for example, finance



manuals, instructions and guidelines for the use of departmental staff.
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Access to documents
None of the documents held by the core department are:


open to the public as part of the public register or otherwise, in accordance with an
enactment other than the FOI Act, subject to a fee or other charge



available for purchase by the public in accordance with arrangements made by the
department, except manuals, instructions or guidelines



customarily made available to the public other than free of charge on request under the
FOI Act.

Child Support Agency
Procedures and contact points
The Child Support Agency (CSA) has protocols and procedures to ensure uniformity of practice
and congruence with the requirements of the FOI Act. In addition, the principles of freedom of
information are reflected in its daily interactions with clients and in the informal access it gives
them to personal information about themselves.
General FOI information and request forms are available from the CSA website,
www.csa.gov.au, or from any CSA office. FOI contact officers (telephone 131 272) can advise
on FOI matters and discuss the nature and scope of an intended request.
Formal applications for access to documents must be made in writing, and personally delivered
or mailed to a CSA office or regional service centre. The CSA website lists all its offices and
regional service centres; people may also call 131 272 for details of CSA locations.
Where people seek documents containing their own information, we follow informal guidelines
that eliminate the need for a formal FOI application.
Categories of documents maintained
CSA holds:
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agendas for, and minutes of, meetings of senior officers within the agency



ministerial, interdepartmental and general correspondence



internal administration papers and records



CSA legislation and policy documents and procedural instructions



reports relating to CSA research and projects



proposals for legislation, drafting instructions and draft legislation



copies of instruments of delegation or authorisation given to, or by, the Child Support
Registrar and regional registrars



requests for legal advice and copies of notes of advice given
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briefing papers prepared for, and submissions to, the Minister or the government



answers to parliamentary questions



correspondence, reports and other documents relating to CSA structure and the number,
size and location of offices



correspondence, reports and other documents about the agency’s human resources
management



training materials



FOI request files and papers relevant to the consideration of those requests



child support paper files and computer records containing personal information of individuals



transcripts of proceedings before courts and tribunals



financial reports, expenditure estimates and expenditure reports



statistical reports detailing the number of child support cases, assessments issued and
amounts collected



accounting records



speeches by senior agency officers, media releases and press clippings



the CSA business plan.

Access to documents
The agency makes child support forms, brochures and booklets freely available to the public.
Free copies of policy guidelines, rulings and determinations are also available. Many of these
documents appear on the CSA website, www.csa.gov.au.
Statistics
The following three tables summarise FOI activities related to CSA in 2004–05.

Table 20 CSA—freedom of information requests for access
On hand as at
1 July 2004

Received during
2004–05

Finalised during
2004–05

Transferred out during
2004–05

Outstanding at
30 June 2005

45a

396

379

1

62

a In the 2003–04 annual report of the Department of Family and Community Services, it was incorrectly reported that CSA had 37 requests
outstanding; the number should have been 45.

Table 21 CSA—timeliness of responses to freedom of information requests
Requests responded to
in timeframe

< 30 days

30–59 days

60–89 days

> 89 days

210

64

37

39
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Table 22 CSA—Administrative Appeals Tribunal freedom of information matters
Matters on hand
as at 1 July 2004
–

Requests received
during 2004–05
3

Requests finalised
during 2004–05
0

Decision appeals
during 2004–05
–

Appeals outstanding
at 30 June 2005
3

CRS Australia
Procedures and contact points
A request to CRS Australia for access to documents under the FOI Act must be in writing,
enclose a $30 application fee and state an address in Australia to which notices can be sent. In
certain circumstances the fee is not required or can be remitted.
To enable a prompt response and to help the agency to meet its obligations under the FOI Act,
the applicant should provide as much information as possible about the documents they are
seeking. It is also advisable for the applicant to include a telephone number or an email address
to allow officers handling their request to contact them if clarification is needed. Applicants may
be liable to pay charges at rates prescribed by the Freedom of Information (Fees and Charges)
Regulations.
CRS Australia has in place a set of protocols and procedures to ensure uniformity of practice
and congruence with the requirements of the FOI Act. In addition, the principles of FOI are
reflected in daily interactions with clients and the informal access to personal information given
to clients.
Categories of documents maintained
Documents held by CRS Australia include:
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briefs, submissions and reports



administration documents from areas such as human resources, finance, property
management and resource management



documents relating to the provision of CRS Australia rehabilitation services, individual
case files and papers



separate records of management meetings, such as agendas and minutes



general correspondence and associated categories of documents according to
subject matter



documents, maintained separately, which relate to specific functions



ministerial, interdepartmental and general correspondence



internal administration papers



CRS Australia policy documents
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copies of instruments of delegation



requests for legal advice and copies of notes and advice given



briefing papers prepared for ministers



answers to parliamentary questions



training materials



FOI request files and papers relevant to the consideration of those requests



financial reports, expenditure estimates and expenditure reports.

Access to documents
CRS Australia follows informal access guidelines in cases where individuals seek access to
documents that contain their own information, eliminating the need to lodge a formal FOI
application. An informal request for access to documents can be made either verbally or in
writing to the relevant rehabilitation consultant.
All other requests for access should adhere to the requirements set out in the FOI Act
and be sent to:
The FOI Coordinator
CRS Australia
PO Box 10679
Adelaide St
Brisbane QLD 4001
Ph: (07) 3000 1115
Requests to CRS Australia for information can also be made electronically via the
www.crsaustralia.gov.au website. A link is provided from the website’s Privacy and Personal
Information page.
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Statistics
The following two tables summarise FOI activities related to CRS Australia in 2004–05.

Table 23 CRS Australia—Freedom of information requests for access
On hand as
at 1 July 2004

Received
during 2004–05

Finalised
during 2004–05

Outstanding
at 30 June 2005

–

12a

12

0

Decision appeals
during 2004–05
–

Appeals outstanding
at 30 June 2005
1

a One of these requests was a request for amendment of documents.

Table 24 CRS Australia—Administrative Appeals Tribunal
freedom of information matters
Matters on hand
as at 1 July 2004
1

Requests received
during 2004–05
1a

Requests finalised
during 2004–05
–

a Request received during 2003–04 reporting year. The AAT affirmed the decision made by CRS Australia in relation to this matter on
24 May 2005. The AAT finding is being appealed in the Federal Court.
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Appendix 3—Advertising and market research
Section 311A of the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 requires Australian Government
agencies to report all payments of $1,500 or more made to advertising agencies or to
organisations carrying out market research, polling, direct mailing or media advertising.
The following three tables detail the use of such agencies by the core department, the Child
Support Agency (CSA) and CRS Australia in 2004–05.

Table 25 Core department—payments for advertising and market research
Market research organisations
Payee

Purpose

Amount

Eureka Strategic Research

To provide market desk research services

$13,750

Table 26 CSA—payments for advertising and market research
Market research organisations
Payee

Purpose

Amount

Blue Moon Research
and Planning Pty Ltd

To conduct market research on a new product (Me, My Ex and My Kids)

$26,345

ClientWise Pty Ltd

To conduct client satisfaction research

$66,670

Blue Moon Research
and Planning Pty Ltd

To conduct customer testing of new publications

$37,840

Blue Moon Research
and Planning Pty Ltd

To conduct client testing of the Being Connected aspect
of the Newly Separated Unemployed Parents initiative

$34,430

Millward Brown

To conduct client satisfaction research

$63,393

Chant Link and Associates

To provide Professionalism Index—annual measure

$35,024

Direct mail organisations
Payee

Purpose

Amount

National Capital Printing

To mail CSA Update magazine to subscribers

$21,841

Rothfield Print Management

To mail CSA publications to clients from internet orders

$43,073

Salmat

To conduct a mail-out to promote community information sessions

Salmat
(trading as Salmat Document
Management Solutions Pty Ltd)

To manage document distribution

$8,488
$49,784

Media advertising organisations
Payee

Purpose

Amount

hma Blaze Pty Ltd

To conduct recruitment advertising

$45,287

Southern Cross Radio Pty Ltd

To conduct radio advertising to promote community information sessions

$29,820
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Table 27 CRS Australia—payments for advertising and market research
Advertising agencies
Payee

Purpose

Amount

MRG International

To provide a television editorial, developed for and screened on
the Russell Goodrick lifestyle program in WA, giving a general
overview of CRS Australia’s services

$3,590

Market research organisations
Payee

Purpose

Amount

New Focus Research Pty Ltd

To conduct research to confirm client and stakeholder
satisfaction with CRS Australia services

$76,531

Dr Rob McEvoy

To conduct market research to measure the effectiveness of
specific communication vehicles for general practitioners for
CRS Australia (in WA)

Market Solutions

To conduct research to verify the sustainability of CRS Australia’s
client employment outcomes at 26 weeks

$28,688

Payee

Purpose

Amount

Lane Bros Printers Pty Ltd

To laser print and merge letters, and insert them into envelopes,
as part of a stakeholder satisfaction survey mail-out

$660

Direct mail organisations
$414

Media advertising organisations
Payee

Purpose

hma Blaze Pty Ltd

To conduct recruitment advertising

$225,449

Amount

hma Blaze Pty Ltd

To place standard (non-campaign, non-recruitment) CRS Australia
advertisements in various newspapers

$153,317

Other advertising (contributing to the above categories)
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Payee

Purpose

The School of Thought

To create advertising concepts and campaign strategy for
CRS Australia’s Advertising Toolkit Suite.
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$5,434
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Appendix 4—Use of consultants and service contractors
Australian Government agencies governed by the Financial Management and Accountability
Act 1997 are required to report all contracts let during the reporting year to the value of $10,000
or more.
The government’s purchasing policy requires all agencies to follow the Commonwealth
Procurement Guidelines, which were revised in January 2005. The core principle in the
guidelines is value for money, which is achieved by:


encouraging competition by ensuring non-discrimination in procurement and pursuing
competitive procurement processes



promoting the efficient, effective and ethical use of resources



making decisions in an accountable and transparent manner.

Additional principles, which apply to the department and all Human Services agencies, are:


alignment with government strategic direction



innovation



consultation with Human Services agencies to capitalise on purchasing



where appropriate, access by the department and Human Services agencies to each
other’s contracts.

The tables in this appendix note the procurement procedure used for each contract. Procurement
procedures are of four types:


open tender—a procurement procedure in which a request for tender is published inviting all
businesses that satisfy the conditions for participation to submit tenders



select tender—a procurement procedure in which the procuring agency selects which
potential suppliers are invited to submit tenders, in accordance with the mandatory
procurement procedures



direct sourcing—a procurement process, available only under certain defined circumstances,
in which an agency may contact a single potential supplier or suppliers of its choice and for
which conditions for direct sourcing apply under the mandatory procurement procedures



panel—an arrangement under which a number of suppliers, usually selected through a single
procurement process, may each supply property or services to an agency as specified in the
panel arrangements.

The following three tables detail the use of consultants and service contractors by the core
department, the Child Support Agency (CSA) and CRS Australia in 2004–05.
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Table 28 Core department—consultancy services to the value of $10,000
or more let during 2004–05
Contract price
(GST inclusive)

Selection
process

Justificationa

Consultant name

Purpose

Gartner

To provide research and advice

$48,000

Select tender

B

PWC

To provide advice on cross-agency
delivery model and strategy

$79,990

Panel

B

Acumen Alliance

To provide base lining services

$62,865

Select tender

B

QED

To provide communications consultancy services

$40,000

Select tender

A

Brandmark

To provide communications consultancy services

$215,000

Select tender

A

Alliance consulting

To provide services related to
management consulting

$18,700

Select tender

A

Accenture Australia

To provide management consulting services

$44,000

Select tender

B

a Justification for decision to use consultancy:
A—skills currently unavailable within agency
B—need for specialised or professional skills
C—need for independent research or assessment
Note:The department was established in October 2004. To assist in the establishment of the department, skills and expertise were required
within tight timeframes. Initially, existing panels and other contract arrangements within the Finance portfolio were used. More recently the
department has undertaken full tender processes to establish panels and other contract providers.
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Table 29 CSA—consultancy services to the value of $10,000
or more let during 2004–05
Consultant name

Purpose

AMS Management
Systems Australia Pty Ltd

To develop a strategic plan for COA
re-engineering

Blue Moon Research
and Planning Pty Ltd

Contract price
(GST inclusive)

Selection
process

Justificationa

$111,857

Direct sourcing

B

To conduct market research

$40,000

Direct sourcing

B

Blue Moon Research
and Planning Pty Ltd

To conduct market research

$40,000

Direct sourcing

B

Chant Link and Associates

To conduct market research

$37,774

Direct sourcing

B

Clayton Utz

To provide legal advice on the
Voice Authentication Report

$84,000

Direct sourcing

B

Corrs Chambers Westgarth To provide legal advice on IT sourcing

$49,500

Direct sourcing

B

Cosway Australia Pty Ltd

$45,000

Direct sourcing

B

To develop the Strategic
Communications Framework

CPT Global Ltd

To conduct IT capacity planning

Crosby Textor
Research Strategies

To develop the Strategic
Communications Framework

Ernst and Young

To provide security advisory services

Global Online Learning

To develop evaluation services

Graeme Russell

To evaluate the Being Connected
program

HBA Consulting

To provide HR advice

Insight SRC Pty Ltd

To conduct risk assessment

$150,000

Direct sourcing

B

Millward Brown Australia

To conduct market research

$72,335

Direct sourcing

B

Right Management
Consultants

To provide HR advice

$30,000

Direct sourcing

B

SAI Global

To provide ABEA application advice

$32,050

Direct sourcing

B

Saville and
Holdsworth Pty Ltd

To conduct a job analysis review

$14,000

Direct sourcing

B

Walter and Campbell

To provide audit advice

Warren Hart and Associates To conduct strategic planning

$123,266

Direct sourcing

B

$41,250

Direct sourcing

B

$229,400

Direct sourcing

B, C

$35,000

Direct sourcing

B

$33,880

Direct sourcing

B

$30,000

Panel

B

$47,307

Direct sourcing

B

$30,000

Direct sourcing

B

HR = human resources, IT = information technology
a Justification for decision to use consultancy:
A—skills currently unavailable within agency
B—need for specialised or professional skills
C—need for independent research or assessment
Note: CSA did not direct source any contracts with a value of $80,000 or more after 1 January 2005, when the new Corporate Procurement
Guidelines came into effect.
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Table 30 CRS Australia—consultancy services to the value of
$10,000 or more let during 2004–05
Purpose

Info HRM

To plan, measure and report human
resources benchmarking data

$60,500

Direct sourcing

C

Chris Hunt

To provide investigative services to
explore staff grievance and suspected
code of conduct breaches

$40,000

Select tender

C

Petmar Consultancies

To provide investigative services to
explore staff grievance and suspected
code of conduct breaches

$40,000

Select tender

C

Adept Associates Pty Ltd

To provide investigative services to
explore staff grievance and suspected
code of conduct breaches

$40,000

Select tender

C

Gartner
Australasia Pty Limited

To provide core research
adviser services

$60,720

Select tender

B

International Survey
Research Pty Ltd

To provide an internal employee
staff survey

$40,000

Select tender

C

DVK Consult Pty Ltd

To provide risk analysis of
redevelopment options for the Nexus
Case Management System

$20,200

Select tender

B

SAP Australia
Pty Ltd

To conduct scoping and
planning for the Case Management
System

$83,600

Select tender

C

The Hiser Group Pty Limited To provide a usability study and
assessment of the intranet

$58,328

Select tender

A

Pricewaterhouse Coopers

$37,689

Select tender

B

To provide a SAP post-upgrade
security review

a Justification for decision to use consultancy:
A—skills currently unavailable within agency
B—need for specialised or professional skills
C—need for independent research or assessment
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Appendix 5—Commonwealth Disability Strategy
This appendix provides information on the performance of the core department, the Child
Support Agency (CSA) and CRS Australia in meeting the requirements of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1992 and the Commonwealth Disability Strategy. The strategy requires all
Australian Government departments and agencies to ensure that people with disabilities have
the same access to all mainstream Commonwealth policies, programs and services as other
Australians.

Disability Action Plans
Department of Human Services staff contributed significantly to the statements Culture and
Characteristics and Valuing Staff Differences, which form the foundation of the core
department’s human resources principles and policies. During 2005–06 we will be working
with employees and the People and Leadership Committee to build our ongoing commitment to
providing a disability action plan.
CRS Australia’s Disability Action Plan 2004–06 sets out the actions CRS Australia will take as
an employer, service provider and purchaser to improve access and opportunities for people
with disabilities. As a service provider specifically for people with disabilities, CRS Australia
has inherent protocols in place to ensure that its services remain accessible for all people
with disabilities.
The plan is underpinned by a genuine commitment to the principle that equal access to
opportunities for people with disabilities is a right, not a privilege, and that CRS Australia will
meet its obligations under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and the Commonwealth
Disability Strategy.

Performance
In tables 31–33, the core department reports on its performance against the roles of purchaser
and employer; CSA and CRS Australia report against their roles as purchasers, providers and
employers. The level of performance for 2004–05 is recorded against performance indicators
and measures identified in the implementation guide of the Department of Family and
Community Services.
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Performance indicator

Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

CRS Australia

Publicly available information
on agreed purchasing
specifications is available in
accessible formats for people
with disabilities

Percentage of publicly
available purchasing
specifications requested and
provided in:

Purchasing and procurement
guidelines are made available
in accessible formats upon
request

100% of these documents are
available in electronic formats
and other accessible formats

Purchasing and procurement
guidelines are made available
in accessible formats upon
request

• accessible electronic
formats
• accessible formats other
than electronic

The time taken to provide
these documents has not been
routinely recorded
There were no requests for
documentation in other formats

All requests for information (in
accessible formats) are fulfilled
within five days

Average time taken to provide
accessible material in:
• electronic formats
• formats other than electronic
Measured by: annual sample of
publicly available specifications
developed during the period
Processes for purchasing
goods or services with a direct
impact on the lives of people
with disabilities are developed
in consultation with people
with disabilities

Percentage of processes for
purchasing goods or services
that directly impact on the lives
of people with disabilities that
are developed in consultation
with people with disabilities
Measured by: annual
assessment of new purchasing
processes that directly impact
on the lives of people with
disabilities, developed by the
agency

No tenders placed had a direct
impact on people with
disabilities

No tenders placed had a direct
impact on people with
disabilities

All client-related purchasing
processes continue to include
consultation and assessment
with clients and staff with
disabilities
Guidelines for using external
service providers have been
developed and distributed
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Table 31 Commonwealth Disability Strategy—purchaser role

Performance indicator

Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

CRS Australia

Purchasing specifications and
contract requirements for the
purchase of goods or services
are consistent with the
requirements of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1992

Percentage of purchasing
specifications for goods and
services that specify that
tender organisations must
comply with the Disability
Discrimination Act

All tender documents made
reference to compliance with
relevant Commonwealth
legislation, including the
Disability Discrimination Act

All tender documents made
reference to compliance with
relevant Commonwealth
legislation, including the
Disability Discrimination Act

All tender documents made
reference to compliance with
relevant Commonwealth
legislation, including the
Disability Discrimination Act

Website material complies with
Web Accessibility Guidelines
where possible

Website material complies with
Web Accessibility Guidelines
where possible

Website material complies with
Web Accessibility Guidelines
where possible

Percentage of contracts for the
purchase of goods and
services that require the
contractor to comply with the
Disability Discrimination Act

Annual sampling of contracts
for the provision of goods and
services required by the
agency
Publicly available performance
reporting against the purchase
contract specifications
requested in accessible
formats for people with
disabilities is provided

Percentage of publicly available
purchasing specifications
requested and provided in:
• accessible electronic formats
• accessible formats other
than electronic
Average time taken to provide
accessible material in:
• electronic formats
• formats other than electronic
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Measured by: annual
assessment of all performance
reports undertaken for
purchase contracts

Systems are continually
monitored to ensure
incorporation into the
purchasing process, and
achieved goals are reported
annually
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Measured by: annual sampling
of tenders for the provision of
goods and services required by
the agency
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Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

CRS Australia

Complaints/grievance
mechanisms, including access
to external mechanisms, in
place to address concerns
raised about the providers’
performance

Established
complaints/grievance
mechanisms, including access
to external mechanisms, in
operation

All tender documents contain
specific clauses on complainthandling procedures

All tender documents contain
specific clauses on complainthandling procedures

All tender documents contain
specific clauses on complainthandling procedures
All clients receive a client
information kit containing the
service charter at the
commencement of a program

Measured by: annual
assessment

Table 32 Commonwealth Disability Strategy—provider role
Performance indicator

Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

CRS Australia

Providers have established
mechanisms for quality
improvement and assurance

Evidence of quality
improvement and assurance
systems in operation

Not applicable in 2004–05

CSA has developed and
implemented a comprehensive
integrated business
management system that
includes frameworks for
managing quality improvement
and assurance

In 2004 CRS Australia was
recertified under the Disability
Services Standards—Disability
Services Act, supporting its
commitment to quality
improvement and assurance in
service delivery

Measured by: annual
assessment of quality
improvement and assessment
systems

Continued implementation of
the Quality Assurance
Improvement Program cycle
and use of quality data to
ensure the highest standard of
service is provided to clients
with disabilities
Continued evaluation of quality
in service delivery through
quality assurance and
improvement reviews and
analysis of client and customer
feedback
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Performance indicator

Performance indicator

Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

CRS Australia

Providers have an established
service charter that specifies
the roles of the provider and
consumer and service
standards which address
accessibility for people with
disabilities

Established service charter that
adequately reflects the needs
of people with disabilities in
operation

This occurs at the individual
agency level

CSA has a client service
charter that specifies the roles
of the provider and the
consumer. This document is
available on the CSA website

CRS Australia’s Service
Charter specifies the role of the
agency and the consumer and
identifies CRS Australia’s
performance standards. The
charter is provided to clients at
the commencement of their
program and is also available
on CRS Australia’s website,
which is W3 compliant for
accessibility

Measured by: annual
assessment of provider’s
service charter

Appropriate assistance is
arranged where the client may
have difficulties in
understanding the service
charter; for example, where an
Auslan interpreter may be
required
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All clients continue to receive a
client information kit containing
the service charter at the early
stages of their program
provision
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Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

CRS Australia

Complaints/grievance
mechanism, including access
to external mechanisms, in
place to address issues and
concerns raised about
performance

Established
complaints/grievance
mechanisms, including access
to external mechanisms, in
operation

Not applicable

CSA has a well-established
complaints service that
includes access to external
mechanisms such as the
Commonwealth Ombudsman

CRS Australia has a
comprehensive
complaints/grievance
mechanism which permits
access to internal and external
mechanisms such as the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal

Measured by: annual
assessment

Information from complaints is
fed back to business decision
makers to improve service
delivery

Feedback is actively sought
from clients and customers.
Data collected from a
complaints database is
analysed and integrated into
the business planning process
to improve service delivery
Existing resources continue to
be operationalised through the
Quality Assurance
Improvement Program cycle
and via national service delivery
initiatives
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Performance indicator

Table 33 Commonwealth Disability Strategy—employer role
Performance indicator

Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

CRS Australia

Employment policies,
procedures and practices
comply with the requirements
of the Disability Discrimination
Act

Number of employment
policies, procedures and
practices that meet the
requirements of the Disability
Discrimination Act

Requirements of the Act
continue to be incorporated in
employment policies,
procedures and guidelines,
including maintaining a log of
policy and procedural
compliance with the Act

CSA (General Employees)
Agreement 2002 and the
subsequent CSA certified
agreement 2005–2007
adheres to relevant
Commonwealth legislation,
including the Disability
Discrimination Act

Requirements of the Act
continue to be incorporated in
employment policies,
procedures and guidelines,
including maintaining a log of
policy and procedural
compliance with the Act

Measured by: annual
assessment of employment
policies, procedures and
practices

• orientation program
• human resources
management procedures
and corporate guidelines
• recruitment management
procedures

CSA Deaf Network continued
to be supported during
2004–05

Staff Health case managers
provide support to employees
returning to work following
injury or illness

CSA continues to review the
following policies or programs
in keeping with the Disability
Discrimination Act:

An action list is being
developed against the Diversity
Plan 2004–06 for the next six
months

•
•
•
•

orientation program
entry-level training program
graduate program
team leader development
program
• human resources
management procedures
and corporate guidelines
• recruitment management
procedures
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DHS continues to review the
following policies or programs
in keeping with the Disability
Discrimination Act:
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Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

Percentage of recruitment
information requested and
provided in:

Potential applicants are
informed through the DHS
website that service information
can be provided in alternative
formats

All recruitment information is
available in accessible formats
on CSA’s website, the
recruitment contractor’s
website, via email or by hard
copy posted out to applicants

• accessible electronic formats
• accessible formats other
than electronic.
Average time taken to provide
accessible information in:
• electronic format
• formats other than
electronic.
Measured by: annual sampling
of all recruitment information

90% of applicant information
was provided in electronic
formats
Applicant kits are provided in
accessible formats via website,
email or by printed packs sent
by post

90% of applicant information
was provided in electronic
formats
Average time for electronic
formats: six hours
10% of applicant information
was provided in hard-copy
formats
Average time for hard-copy
formats is six hours from time
of request to time it reaches
Australia Post

Agency recruiters and
managers apply the principle of
‘reasonable adjustment‘

Percentage of recruiters and
managers provided with
information on ‘reasonable
adjustment’
Measured by: annual sampling
of information provided on
‘reasonable adjustment’

100% for recruiters

100% for recruiters

100% for managers

100% for managers
All recruitment contracts
specify that reasonable
adjustments are to be made
during the recruitment and
selection process
All internal recruiters and
managers are provided with
information and advice on
reasonable adjustment

CRS Australia
Potential applicants are
informed through
CRS Australia’s website that
service information can be
provided in alternative formats
Internal and external
recruitment agencies and
panels are made aware of
procedures for handling
requests for information in
accessible formats
Applicant kits are provided in
accessible formats via website,
email or by printed packs sent
by post

CRS Australia is an expert
agency in placing people with
disabilities in workplaces. All
managers are aware of
reasonable adjustment, and
supporting policy and
guidelines are on the intranet
A clause has been drafted for
standard recruitment agency
contracts regarding reasonable
adjustment
Application kits are being
amended to include advice to
applicants on reasonable
adjustment
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Performance indicator
Recruitment information for
potential job applicants is
available in accessible formats
on request

Performance indicator
Training and development
programs consider the needs
of staff with disabilities

Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

Percentage of training and
development programs that
consider the needs of staff with
disabilities

The needs of participants with
disabilities continue to be
considered and integrated into
planned training and
development activities

100%

Measured by: annual sampling
of training and development
programs

CSA training database enables
employees to identify specific
needs at the time of nomination
Training programs are
developed taking into account
individual learning styles and
preferences for accessing
information
All training evaluations seek to
identify needs not met during
the training

Percentage of training and
development programs that
include information on disability
issues as they relate to the
program
Measured by: annual sampling
of training and development
programs

Not applicable

100% of CSA’s training and
development programs
consider the needs of
employees with disabilities.

All relevant training providers
are made aware of the need to
ensure that appropriate
arrangements are in place for
participants with a disability

Because of the nature of
CRS Australia’s core business,
disability awareness is
fundamental to the delivery of
services and is part of all
training and development
programs
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Training and development
programs include information
on disability issues as they
relate to the content of the
program

CRS Australia
The needs of participants with
disabilities continue to be
considered and integrated into
planned training and
development activities
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Performance measure

Core department

Child Support Agency

Established
complaints/grievance
mechanisms, including access
to external mechanisms, in
operation

No complaints or grievances
were received in this reporting
period

100%

Measured by: annual
assessment

The CSA (General Employee)
Agreement 2002 and the CSA
Certified Agreement
2005–2007 have an
established process for
handling complaints that
includes access to external
mechanisms
All staff are provided with
advice on the
complaints/grievance process
during orientation

CRS Australia
CRS Australia’s internal and
external complaint mechanisms
are being reviewed to identify
potential barriers for staff with a
disability
All relevant human resources
policies include reference to
complaint and grievance
mechanisms, including access
to external mechanisms
Staff are advised of complaints
and grievance mechanisms, as
well as any changes to human
resources policies, through the
certified agreement, intranet
and during induction
Exit interview data and
Employment Assistance
Program service reports
continue to be monitored.
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Performance indicator
Complaints/grievance
mechanism, including access
to external mechanisms, in
place to address issues and
concerns raised by staff
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Appendix 6—Ecologically sustainable development and
environmental performance
Under section 516A of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999,
Australian Government agencies are required to report on:


how the agency’s outcomes, activities and administration of legislation during the period
accorded with the principles of ecologically sustainable development (ESD)



the effect of the agency’s activities on the environment



any measures the agency is taking to minimise the environmental impact of its activities



any mechanisms for reviewing the effectiveness of those measures.

The Human Services agencies’ main environmental impacts arise from their generation of waste,
their use of transport and their consumption of electricity, water, paper and other goods.

Core department
Since moving to permanent accommodation on 1 April 2005, the department has taken
measures to reduce its environmental impact. These include implementing recycling schemes for
paper, plastic and glass waste, and facilitating double-sided printing on all capable network
printers with the aim of significantly reducing the amount of paper used.
The 2005–06 financial year will see the introduction of regular ‘environmental awareness’ months
designed to promote green practices within the core department and encourage staff to consciously
reduce use of resources—for example, to save electricity by switching off idle equipment. Options
for linking after-hours lighting to the building security system are also under investigation.

Child Support Agency
The Child Support Agency (CSA) ensures that its day-to-day office-based operations are
managed consistent with the principles of ESD by using an environmental management system
(EMS) in line with government policy. The EMS was formally launched during 2004–05.
Activities during the year included:


launching and implementing the EMS



undertaking an initial environmental review in one site



endorsing a CSA environmental policy to guide the EMS



producing staff awareness documentation



forming a ‘Green Team’ to aid with staff awareness and the roll-out of initiatives



conducting a waste audit for benchmarking purposes



entering a cleaning contract that incorporates environmental guidelines
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entering a national contract for the supply of photocopier/faxes that meet
environmental standards



continuing initiatives already in place, such as the ‘close the loop’ system for recycling
photocopier and fax toner cartridges.

To monitor the effectiveness of the agency’s initiatives, CSA continued to gather data on power
use and paper consumption.

CRS Australia
During 2004–05, CRS Australia commenced the design and development of an EMS, including
the development of an environmental policy, to integrate environmental accountability into day-today decision making and long-term planning. Currently in the initial phases of implementation, the
EMS will improve CRS Australia’s capacity to measure its environmental impacts, and the
effectiveness of actions taken to minimise those impacts.
To better serve its clients, CRS Australia seeks to locate its offices in areas that have convenient
access for clients, and close to public transport where possible. A life-cycle costing approach for
purchasing decisions is also used, incorporating environmental impacts where relevant.
Staff have demonstrated their commitment to ESD, for example by improving information
technology (IT) settings to reduce paper waste and energy consumption. The new EMS will
formalise many of the beneficial practices already in place.
Other measures taken to reduce the organisation’s environmental impacts in 2004–05 included:


the investigation of proposals to share accommodation with Centrelink across Victoria, New
South Wales, Queensland and South Australia



an organisation-wide IT refresh, which introduced more energy-efficient computers and
monitors that give off less electromagnetic radiation



the identification of further consumption reduction strategies for 2005–06, as part of the
EMS, including reducing tenant light and power consumption and improving paper
management, consumption and recycling



continued gradual improvement in energy efficiency, particularly in the ‘office, tenant, light and
power’ category—consumption in this category has fallen by 10.9 per cent since 2001–02



continued encouragement of energy management awareness by displaying appropriate signs
in offices and lunchrooms to educate staff on energy minimising strategies



regular review of the operating times of larger airconditioning systems



use of architectural services that comply with the government green policy requirements for
tenant fit-outs and refurbishments.

In addition, sites using more than 10,000 megajoules of electricity per person per year are being
investigated to identify opportunities to reduce energy consumption.
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Appendix 7—Service charters
Child Support Agency
CSA’s Client Charter outlines the agency’s commitment to quality service. The charter explains
responsibilities to parents and parents’ responsibilities to CSA, and provides information about
customer contact channels. The supporting charter package provides further information about
the values and staff behaviours that enable CSA to meet its Client Charter commitments.
In 2003–04, CSA reviewed the charter and supporting package to ensure that they continued to
meet parent and stakeholder needs and expectations, and introduced a leading-edge evaluation
system to measure parents’ perceptions of how well CSA meets its service commitments.
Feedback during 2004–05 indicated that the changes made as a result of the review have been
noticed and welcomed.

CRS Australia
CRS Australia’s service charter outlines the organisation’s commitment to providing high-quality
vocational and consultancy services to clients, and details what clients can expect from the
organisation.
An annual review of the service charter in December 2004 revealed that compliance with the
service standard is high. Areas of strength, in which CRS Australia achieved over 92 per cent
compliance, include:


promoting tolerance and respect for each service recipient’s personal needs and
circumstances



encouraging service recipients to raise complaints about any area of dissatisfaction with the
agency or its services



ensuring that service recipients do not fear retribution in raising complaints



facilitating the resolution of service recipients’ complaints or disputes about the agency or
the service



ensuring that staff have the relevant skills and competencies



ensuring that all practical and appropriate steps are taken to prevent abuse or neglect of
service recipients.

To make full use of opportunities for improved service provision, CRS Australia uses service
recipients’ employment goals as a basis for service provision through a process of planning,
implementation, review and adjustment.
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Glossary and abbreviations list
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AAT

Administrative Appeals Tribunal

administered items

Those assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses that are controlled by
the Australian Government but managed or overseen by the
department on the government’s behalf

AEIFRS

Australian Equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards

ANAO

Australian National Audit Office

APS

Australian Public Service

ATO

Australian Taxation Office

AusTender

The Australian Government Tender System—Australian Government
agencies subject to the FMA Act are required to publish contracts and
standing offers with a value of $10,000 or more on AusTender

Australian Government

The Government of the Commonwealth of Australia

AWA

Australian Workplace Agreement

CEIs

Chief Executive’s Instructions

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CHAS

Clients Having a Say—evaluation system to measure parents’
perceptions of how well CSA staff meet their service commitments

Comprehensive
Work Capacity
Assessment

A comprehensive review of a Centrelink customer’s ability to work,
to identify services that could improve the customer’s work capacity

core department

A small strategic department within DHS—it has the task of directing,
coordinating and brokering improvements to service delivery

CSA

Child Support Agency

CSA Collect

A system whereby CSA collects and transfers child support payments

CSO

customer service officer

DEWR

Department of Employment and Workplace Relations

DHS

Department of Human Services—a department of state established
within the Finance and Administration portfolio but separate from the
Department of Finance and Administration

Disability Services
Standards

All references to the Disability Services Standards are to the Disability
Services (Disability Employment and Rehabilitation Program)
Standards 2002
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DTSS

Direct Telephone Support Service, a CSA service through which
separated parents get direct help from qualified professionals

ELP

entry-level program (CSA)

EMS

environmental management system

ESD

ecologically sustainable development

FaCS

Department of Family and Community Services

FMA Act

Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997

FOI

freedom of information

FOI Act

Freedom of Information Act 1982

FTB

Family Tax Benefit

HIC

Health Insurance Commission

HR

human resources

HSA

Health Services Australia

Human Services
agencies

Any or all of the following: Centrelink, the Health Insurance
Commission, the Child Support Agency, Australian Hearing, Health
Services Australia and CRS Australia

IDC

Intensive Debt Collection—a CSA project aimed at collecting
long-term unpaid child support

IT

information technology

LLO

local liaison officer

OHS

occupational health and safety

OPC

Office of the Privacy Commissioner

PAES

Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements

Pre-vocational
The account that provides funding to purchase services to improve
Assistance Participation the range of options available to address participation barriers for
Account
Centrelink customers
Private Collect

A flexible, private system of child support payments that is arranged
between parents

reasonable adjustment

Providing an employee with a disability with services and/or facilities to
assist them in carrying out the inherent requirements of their
employment, where this does not impose unjustifiable hardship on the
employer

SES

Senior Executive Service
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Compliance index
Requirement
Letter of transmittal
Table of contents

5

Index

264

Glossary

260

Contact officer

2

Internet home page address and Internet address for report

2

Review by the Secretary
Departmental overview
Overview description of department
Role and functions
Organisational structure
Outcome and output structure
Variation to output structure
Report on performance
Outputs and contribution to outcome
Targets set out in PBS/PAES
Purchaser/provider arrangements
Variation to performance targets
Narrative discussion and analysis of performance
Service charter customer service standards, complaints data,
and responses to complaints
Social justice and equity impacts
Discussion and analysis of financial performance
Summary resource table by outcome
Post 30 June developments
Management and accountability
Corporate governance
Statements of the main corporate governance
practices in place
Senior executive and their responsibilities
Senior management committees and their roles

262

3

11
15
16–23, 37
26
21, 38–39, 56, 86
26–27
Nil to report
39, 62, 90
39–46, 64–71, 91–93
40, 63, 91
93
Nil to report
41–46, 64–71, 91–93
75, 96, 257
30, 92
30–33, 82, 103–104
31
Nil to report
48, 72, 93
27, 48, 72, 93
27–30, 48–50, 72–76, 93–97
21, 56, 86
28–29, 48–49, 72–73, 94–95

Corporate and operational planning and associated
performance reporting and review

64, 94

Approach adopted to identifying areas of significant
financial or operational risk and arrangements
in place to manage risk

29–30, 45–46, 49–50, 72–74, 95–96
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Certification of fraud measures in place

29–30, 50, 74, 96

Ethical standards

30, 76, 97

Remuneration for senior executive service employees

28, 51, 100, 229
50, 74, 96

External scrutiny
Significant developments in external scrutiny

50, 74–75, 96–97

Judicial decisions and decisions of administrative tribunals

97

Reports by the Auditor-General, a parliamentary committee
or the Commonwealth Ombudsman

44, 75–76
50, 77, 98

Management of human resources
Assessment of effectiveness in managing and developing
human resources to achieve departmental objectives

52, 79, 98

Workforce planning, staff turnover and retention
Impact and features of certified agreements and AWAs

48, 50, 60, 98, 100
51–52, 60, 70, 77–79 99–100

Training and development

52, 70, 79, 101

Occupational health and safety performance

52, 80, 102

Productivity gains

99

Staffing statistics

31, 50, 98, 228

Certified agreements and AWAs

51, 70, 77, 99–100

Performance pay

51, 78, 99
54, 83, 105

Purchasing
Assessment of purchasing against core policies and principles

105
83, 105

Assets management
Assessment of effectiveness of assets management

83–85, 105

Consultants and competitive tendering and contracting

53, 82, 104, 241

Consultancy services contracts and total expenditure
on consultancy services

53, 82, 104, 241–244

Competitive tendering and contracting

54, 82, 104

No contracts let excluded the Auditor-General from access
No contracts were exempted from publication in AusTender
Providing access to people with disabilities
Report on performance in implementing the Commonwealth Disability Strategy
Financial statements

92, 245
245–254
107

Other information
Occupational health and safety

52, 80 102

Freedom of information

233–238

Advertising and market research

239–240

Ecologically sustainable development and environmental performance
Discretionary grants
Correction of material errors in previous annual report

255–256
Nil to report
75, 235
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General index
A

Australian Workplace Agreements, 51, 77, 100

abbreviations, 260

awards, 57, 58, 59

accommodation bonds, 13
Accommodation Bonds Asset Test Exemption, 44
accounting standards, 103, 105
Acquired Brain Injury Training Package, 101
addresses, 2, 22–23, 61

Being Connected program, 59
Budget preparation, 42
business coaching, 78

Administrative Appeals Tribunal, 96, 116, 118

C

advertising, 239–240

Centrelink, 20–23, 37, 42, 43

agencies cooperation, see cross-agency
cooperation; interdepartmental cooperation

annual report, 23

agencies of Human Services, 16, 20–23

child support, 64

see also Australian Hearing; Centrelink; Child
Support Agency; cross-agency
cooperation; CRS Australia; Health
Insurance Commission; Health Services
Australia
Agency Heads Meeting, 28, 29

board to be abolished, 41
governance, 45, 47
referrals to Job Network, 12, 37, 42, 43
rehabilitation support, 44
role and services, 20
see also Job Network

annual leave liability, 103

Centrelink Refresh, 41

appendixes, 227–257

Certified agreements, 51, 60, 70, 77, 99, 103

Attorney-General’s Department, 42

Chief Executive’s Instructions, 14, 50

Audit Committee, 14, 28–30, 50

Child Care Tax Rebate, 44

see also Internal Audit Unit

child support, 43, 47, 61, 62–64

audit management, 45, 73, 95

case load, 60, 63

AusTender, 54, 83, 104

funding, 57

Australian Business Excellence Award, 57

reform of system, 47, 61

Australian Government Annual Protective
Security Survey, 49

statistics, 57, 58, 63, 66, 69

Australian Government Information Management
Office, 42

see also child support payments; parents
Child Support Agency, 3, 9, 13, 20–22, 41,
55–84

Australian Government rebranding, 103

assets management, 83–84

Australian Hearing, 13, 14, 20–23, 41

audits, 73, 75–76, 78

annual report, 23
Australian National Audit Office, 53, 103
audits, 45, 50, 75–76
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B

awards, 57, 58, 59
business management, 64, 69, 84
committees, 71, 72–73

Australian Public Service Values and Code of
Conduct, 30, 76, 97

consultants and contracts, 82–83, 241, 243

Australian Taxation Office, 42, 74

finance, 31–32, 58, 60, 63, 72
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executive, 56, 72
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financial management, 82
General Manager, 28, 58–61

management, 68, 72
statistics, 87, 88, 91

governance, 27–30, 56, 72, 73

CRS Australia, 87, 88, 91

internal audit, 29–30

see also employment; jobless people and job
seekers; parents

internal communications, 81
New Zealand, 60

clients, international, 58, 60

organisational structure, 56

clients, new

outlook 2005-06, 61
outputs and outcomes, 26–27, 31, 62–63

Child Support Agency, 68, 70, 71, 72
CRS Australia, 87, 88, 91

performance measures, 63, 71

Clients Having a Say, 57, 58, 71

policy development, 64

Comcare Australia, 80, 102

professionalism survey, 71

Comcover, 30

publications, 59, 65, 81, 235

Commonwealth Disability Strategy, 92, 245–254

service charter, 257

employer role, 251–254

service delivery, 57, 58, 61, 64–71, 75

provider role, 248

statistics, 57–60, 75

purchaser role, 246–248

systems development, 47, 61, 70
child support payments, 58–60, 63, 65, 66
change of assessment, 67
debt reduction, 67, 68
electronic, 70
enforced, 59–60, 69
international, 58, 60
Private Collect, 8, 63, 66, 141
voluntary, 58, 59, 63, 66, 69
Child Support Registrar, 67

Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines, 74,
96
Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines, 53, 82,
104, 241
communication strategies, 46
communications
with clients and customers, 14, 30, 46, 67
committees, 73
internal, 46, 81, 102–103, 106
programs, 46

Child Support Scheme, 61, 64

Communities of Practice (Networks of
Excellence), 89, 106

children’s contact centres, 59

community based programs, 59, 65

client feedback

community education, 14

Child Support Agency, 57, 58, 59, 61, 68
CRS Australia, 89, 91
client referrals

Community Information and Education Program,
46, 47
community service providers, 64

to Job Network, 8, 12, 37, 43

community support, 64

parents, 61, 65

compensation payments, 75

clients
Child Support Agency
assessment, 67, 68–69

complaints
Child Support Agency, 71, 74–75
CRS Australia, 96–97

Client Charter, 76
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compliance

counselling services, 61, 65

child support, 59, 72

crisis support services, 61

family benefits, 46

cross-agency cooperation, 14, 37, 38, 42

compliance index, 262

audits, 95

compliance initiatives

communications, 46

child support, 57, 60, 67
Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessments,
12, 37, 39, 42

employment assistance, 88
family support, 61
IT facilities, 14

CRS Australia, 92

office accommodation, 13, 41, 256

implementation, 47

purchasing, 14, 58

consultancy contracts, 241–244

Staying Connected program, 59

Child Support Agency, 82, 243

telephone services, 58

core department, 53, 242

website design, 42

CRS Australia, 104, 244

see also interdepartmental cooperation

contracts and tenders, 241–244

CRS Australia, 12, 13, 14, 20–22, 37, 41

Child Support Agency, 83, 243

annual report, 9, 22, 26

core department, 54, 242

assets management, 95, 103, 105

CRS Australia, 95, 104, 244

audit, external, 91

people with disabilities, 93

audit, internal, 29–30, 95

core department

committees, 94

committees, 48–49

conference papers, 87, 92

Comprehensive Work Capacity Assessment
Division, 39

consultants and contracts, 104, 241, 244

consultants and contracts, 53–54, 241–242
Delivery Analysis and Corporate Division, 38
executive, 36, 48–49
finance, 30–33, 40, 45, 53
governance, 27, 45, 48, 50, 53
Legal Branch, 39
organisational structure, 36
outlook 2005-06, 47
outputs and outcomes, 26–27, 35–54
performance measures, 39–40
policy initiatives, 42, 45, 48
service delivery, 41–46
Service Delivery-Policy and Strategy Division,
38
corporate governance, 25, 45, 72, 73, 93

executive, 86, 94, 100
financial management, 103–104
financial statements, 103
General Manager, 88–89, 94, 102
governance, 27–30, 93–95, 103
management teams, 103
office locations, 41, 105
organisational structure, 86
outcomes, 87–90
outlook 2005-06, 93
outputs, 26–27, 31, 90
performance measures, 87–92, 98
privacy, 74
role, 90
service charter, 93, 257
services to other organisations, 89, 93
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outputs and outcomes, 26–27, 37

staff, 89, 93

resources, 31

strategies and business, 94
CRS News, 102

priorities, 12, 14, 43

CRSNet, 102

role and mission, 12, 17, 26

CSA, see Child Support Agency

Secretary’s review, 11–14

CSA Collect, 62, 63

see also Child Support Agency; core
department; CRS Australia; Human
Services

customers
CRS Australia, 89
see also clients
D

Department of Veterans’ Affairs, 23, 89
direct mail organisations, 239–240
Direct Telephone Support Service, 65–66

debts

disabilities, people with

child support payments, 67, 68, 75

access equity, 92, 245–254

debts waived, 75

assessment, 44, 93

Department of Education, Science and
Technology, 89

Commonwealth Disability Strategy, 245–254

Department of Employment and Workplace
Relations, 12, 22, 26, 43, 46

income support, 92

employment, 87, 251–254
policy development for, 89

Early Intervention and Engagement Pilot, 92
employment services, 87
vocational rehabilitation services, 88, 90–92
workplace capacity assessments, 92
Department of Family and Community Services,
29, 46, 64

services to, 87, 91
Disability Services Standards
accreditation, 91
Disability Support Pension
referrals to Job Network, 43

vocational rehabilitation programs, 88

E

wage assessments and case management, 89,
92

e-government, 76, 81, 84

Department of Health and Ageing, 23, 88
Department of Human Services, 9, 20–22,
25–33
annual report, 38
contents, 5–8
structure, 9
executive, 28
finances, 30–33
governance, 27–30, 45
history, 11, 16
organisational structure, 21, 26
output structure, 26–27

Early Intervention and Engagement Pilot, 92
ecologically sustainable development, 255–256
electronic services, 47, 58, 67, 68, 69
audits, 76
Child Support Agency, 67, 68, 70, 84
employment, 44, 87
employment assistance, 88, 90
case management, 92
cooperation with other agencies, 88
people with disabilities, 88, 90
see also Centrelink; Job Network
energy efficiency, 256
environmental management, 57, 81, 255–256
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environmental management system (EMS), 255,
256

fraud control, 29–30
Child Support Agency, 74, 76

equity, see social justice and equity
eTax online initiative, 47

CRS Australia, 95, 96
freedom of information

ethics, 30, 76, 97

Child Support Agency, 234–236

Executive Management Group, 30

core department, 223–234

external scrutiny, 74, 96–97

CRS Australia, 97, 236–237

F

inquiry addresses, 233, 234, 237

family assistance, 80
see also fathers, support for; parents
Family Assistance Office
services, 41
from Medicare offices, 47

FTB, see Family Tax Benefit
G
glossary, 260
governance, 27–30, 38, 45
government benefits

Family law, 43, 64
reform, 64
Family Relationship Centres, 58, 60, 64

information resources, 46
Government Services Smartcard, 37, 47
group programs, 59

Family Tax Benefit, 13, 43, 44
information resource, 46
fathers, support for, 59, 65
figures, list of, 7
finance
child support, 63
child support debt, 57, 58, 60
child support payments, 57, 58, 60, 63, 67
compensation payments, 75
consultants, 53, 82, 104
contracts and tenders, 82–83, 104
core department outputs, 640
customer compensation, 75
information technology, 37
office accommodation, 83
parent support, 63

Health Insurance Commission, 13, 20–23, 37,
41
annual report, 23
governance, 45, 47
name change, 13
Health Services Australia, 13, 20–23
annual report, 23
rehabilitation reform, 44
Health Week, 52
HIC, see Health Insurance Commission
Human Rights and Equal Opportunities
Commission, 97
National Inquiry into Employment and
Disability, 44
Human Services, 9, 16, 20–22

rehabilitation services, 91

executive, 28

staff salaries, 229–232

financial statements, 107–225

waiver of debts, 63

newsletter, 103

financial management, 53, 82, 103
fraud allegations, 96
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see also Australian Hearing; Centrelink; Child
Support Agency; CRS Australia; Health
Services Australia; Health Insurance
Commission; cross-agency cooperation

Interrelate, 59
intranets
Child Support Agency, 70, 81
CRS Australia, 89, 101, 102, 106, 124

I
Indigenous Australians
service delivery, 14, 47

J
Job Network
Centrelink referrals, 12, 37, 43

Indigenous Cadetship Program, 100

people with disabilities, 92

Indigenous Graduate Program, 100
information resources for clients, 2, 46, 48–49,
59, 64, 65

jobless people and job seekers, 88
with disabilities, 87, 92

coordination, 46

referrals, 88

electronic, 13, 22–23, 46, 65

services to, 87

programs, 46

see also employment assistance

telephone, 13, 22–23, 65

K

see also inquiry contacts; publications

Keeping the System Fair, 46

information technology, 14

knowledge management, 49, 84, 106

Child Support Agency, 73, 74
recovery after disruption, 84
core department, 37, 38, 41–42, 48–49
external review, 47
CRS Australia, 94–95
APS code of conduct breaches, 97
Human Resource Information System, 98
upgrades, 89, 93, 103, 105
injury prevention services, 93
inquiry contacts, 2, 13, 22–23, 233
Intensive Debt Collection, 59
interdepartmental cooperation
audits, 29
career planning, 89
employment services, 87
family assistance, 43, 64
rehabilitation services, 12
vocational rehabilitation services, 89, 90–92
wage assessments and case management, 89
see also cross-agency cooperation
Internal Audit Unit, 30

L
legal advisers, 104
legislation, 13, 22, 37, 39
to abolish Centrelink and HIC Boards, 16, 45
relevant Acts
advertising and marketing, 239
Australian Hearing, 17
child support, 3, 17, 71
consultants and contractors, 244
disabilities, people with, 87, 88, 90, 93, 245
environment protection, 255
family law, 61
financial management, 9, 22, 83
fraud, 96
freedom of information, 233
health and safety, 80
health insurance, 17
privacy, 75
public service, 3, 98
rehabilitation and compensation, 80
service delivery, 17
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Letter of transmittal, 3
libraries, 106
Local Liaison Officer Program, 13, 37, 38, 44,
57

occupational rehabilitation services, see
vocational rehabilitation services
office accommodation, 83, 105, 256
Office of the Privacy Commissioner, 74, 96
Ombudsman, 75, 97

M
Managers’ Conference, 103
market research, 239–240
market research reports, 239–240

online services, see electronic services
outcomes, 26–27, 37, 38–39, 57–60
outputs, 35–106

Media advertising, 239–240

P

media monitoring, 46

Parenting Payment

Medicare, 13

services, 87, 91

Medicare Australia, see Health Insurance
Commission

Parenting Payment Partnered

mental health disabilities

Parenting Payment Single

services, 87, 91
mental health inquiry, 44
mental health package
CRS Australia, 101
Minister (Hon. Joe Hockey, MP), 3, 13, 14, 16,
17, 44
Ministerial briefs, 14
Ministerial Taskforce on Child Support, 43, 47,
64
More Help for Families, 46

referrals to Job Network, 43
referrals to Job Network, 43
parents
feedback, 61, 71
services, 61, 66, 68, 71
caseload, 63
see also child support; fathers
parents, international
services 68, 65
parents, separated, 58, 66
change of assessment, 67

N

information resources, 57, 64

National Human Resources Strategic Plan
2004–2008, 79
Newly Separated Unemployed Parents project,
59
newsletters, 46, 81, 102, 103
Newstart, 44
Newstart Allowance, 59

services, 58, 59, 60, 64–66, 68
parents, unemployed
services, 59, 65
Parkinson Taskforce report, 61
parliamentarians
inquiries, 13, 37, 38, 44
Performance Management Scheme, 51

O
occupational health and safety, 52, 73, 79, 80,
98, 102
case management model, 80
reportable incidents, 80, 102

performance measures, 31–32, 39–40, 51, 63,
78, 99
performance pay, 51, 78, 99
pilot programs
DEWR early intervention, 87, 92
e-business, 58, 84
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leadership training, 78

R

online statements, 70

regional Australia, see rural and remote Australia

rehabilitation, 12

rehabilitation services, 12, 44, 88–93

staff/client matching, 67

access, 88

telephone support, 65

assessments, 47
employment assistance, 87–88

policy
delivery, 13, 38, 42

outcomes, 88

design and development, 13, 39, 42

people with disabilities, 87, 88

outcomes, 13, 14, 26

veterans, 89
workers compensation insurers, 89

Pre-vocational Assistance Participation Account,
39, 42
implementation, 47
Prime Minister

see also vocational rehabilitation services
research and evaluation, 87, 88, 89, 91, 106
risk management, 29–30

priorities, 12, 43

assessment, 74

privacy, 74, 96

Child Support Agency, 72, 73, 74

Private Collect payments, 8, 63, 66, 141

core department, 45, 49

see also child support payments
procurement, see purchasing

CRS Australia, 95–96
rural and remote Australia

project management, 14, 37, 95

office accommodation, 105

property, 14, 37, 38, 41, 83

rehabilitation services, 88

Protective Security Manual, 49

service delivery, 88, 92, 105

psychologists, 65

staff recruitment, 100

publications

staff training and development, 78

Child Support Agency, 59, 65, 81, 235

workplace capacity assessments, 92

core department, 46
CRS Australia, 102–103, 106
purchasing, 37, 38, 41
Child Support Agency, 76, 82–83
core department, 41
CRS Australia, 93, 95, 103, 104, 105
environmentally green, 76
from people with disabilities, 93, 245–250
procurement advisers, 104
see also contracts and tenders

S
Secretary (Patricia Scott), 3, 11–14, 21, 28
security, 14
Child Support Agency, 73–75
core department, 49
CRS Australia, 95–96
Senate Select committees, 44
Senior Executive Service, 100
separated parents, see parents, separated
service charters, 257

Q
quality assurance, 93, 94, 106

service delivery, 12, 14
Child Support Agency, 61, 64–71
core department, 38, 41–46
CRS Australia, 87–93
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social justice and equity, 30, 92

submissions, 44, 64

Specialised Client Services group, 64

support services, 38, 39

staff, 14, 21
Australian Workplace Agreements, 51, 77,
100
certified agreements, 51, 60, 70, 77, 99, 103

T
tables, list of, 6–7
telephone services
inter-active voice recording system, 71

Child Support Agency, 76

parent support, 13, 59, 61, 65

awards, 57

recovery after disruption, 84

Performance Management Scheme, 50

transfer service, 57, 58, 61

core department, 48, 50–52, 61
CRS Australia, 89, 93, 94, 95, 100
APS code of conduct breaches, 97

tenders, see contracts and tenders; purchasing
U

staff diversity, see workplace diversity

Uhrig report, 44

staff health, see occupational health and safety

unemployed, see jobless people and job seekers

staff management, 48, 50, 52, 61, 98
staff recruitment, 14
core department, 50, 52

V
vocational rehabilitation services, 44, 88, 89, 90,
93

CRS Australia, 100, 101, 106, 239, 240

barriers to access, 92

staff retention strategies, 100, 101

programs transferred from FaCS to DEWR, 88

staff salaries and benefits, 28, 51, 100, 229–232

see also rehabilitation services

non-salary, 99, 100
performance pay, 51, 78, 99
staff statistics
Child Support Agency, 50, 229–231
core department, 228–229
CRS Australia, 98, 231–232
staff training and development, 27
business coaching, 78
Child Support Agency, 48, 52, 60–61, 70, 76,
78–79
core department, 48, 52
CRS Australia, 97, 98, 101, 102, 106
ethics, 76, 97
leadership skills, 70, 78

wage assessments, 89, 92
website addresses, 2, 22–23, 64, 94
website design, 42
websites review, 47
Welfare to Work, 13, 88, 93
Welfare to Work Taskforce, 37, 39, 42
work capacity assessments, see Comprehensive
Work Capacity Assessments
workers compensation claims, 102
workers compensation insurers, 89
workplace diversity, 79, 93, 101, 228–232
workplace programs, 59, 65

orientation programs, 70, 78, 97, 106

Y

training database, 70

young people

Staying Connected, 59, 65
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